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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 
This paper is a strategy executing research project of Red Lion Hotels Corporation. The 
research content includes the nature of the business, environmental analysis, strategy position 
within the industry, competitive advantage, strategic history, evaluate strategy and a 
conclusion. 
The company grew from a focused differentiation strategy to a broad differentiation 
diversification. Examining the business environment analysis, the external environment has a 
moderately strong impact on the company and the internal environment has a moderately 
weak position. The inferior position is a disadvantage to the Red Lion Hotel Corporation's 
growth. In addition, compared the company with Choice International Hotels, Inc and Live 
Nation Entertainment, Inc., it reveals the Red Lion Hotels does not possess any distinctive 
competencies among the lodging industry. It will hinder the company's future development 
I will suggest the company keeps adopting organic growth strategy in the entertainment 
segment and focusing on franchising strategy in the hotel segment. It will reduce the fisk of 
expansion and consider the acquisition strategy as a long term strategy when the market is 
5arurated and the economy condition is getting recovered (Red Lion Hotels Corporation, 
20] Oa). 
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NATURE BUSINESS 
Lion Hotels Corporation brand was established over years the family-run 
company was found Spokane, Washington in 1 7 the name Goodale & Barbieri 
Companies (G&B). The "-'v .... ..,<..L1 history hotels 1976 
when it 
Hotels and 
<'T .... ''''''.,.. the River Inn subsequently acquired WestCoast and Lion 
In addition, Company developed G&B Select A Seat, a computerized event 
company in 1987, which now operates under the name TicketsWest. Currently, its 
is in Spoken, Washington employs 2,479 Lion 
Corporation} 2010a; 20 11 a). 
1 
corporation is a NYSE-listed hospitality leisure company; it is primarily engaged 
in the operation of midscale, select service hotels 
under the Red brand. The is recognized particularly Western United States, where 
most hotels are located. In 2009, the company hotels located eight states and one 
nT'I"",nv'p However, it is a regional organization 1./"","'0\.<'::''''' entities are 
within a restrictive geography and Victoria, BC Canada is a vertical cross 
border (Red Lion Hotels Corp., 201 Oa). 
• Donald K. 
Donald from college, he joined father's company, 
& Barbieri in 1969. Mr. Barbieri been President 'V'ftA<"''''' and a 
director of the Company 1978 until 2003 and Chairman of the Board 1996. During 
his tenure as with WestCoast Hospitality, has the company to remarkable 
2 
growth and success. In 2001, WestCoast acquired Red Lion Hilton Corporation and 
bought hotels under the Lion brand to create a family. Moreover, the 
Tn ... ,ru ..... the Red Club and WestAwards affinity programs into a new GuestAwards program. 
with experienced the Lion has and changed to a 
new logo brand image. Besides, contribution has 
company m hospitality industry (Red Hotels 
a family business into a publicly 
2003c). 
• Arthur M. Coffey 
Mr. Coffey played an 
with the company over 30 years. Initially, 
Lion Hotels Corporation. 
company when it was a 
estate finn, & Barbieri, and worked in Red Lion Hotels 1981. 
named Officer of the company 1990, and became Executive 
Financial Officer in 1997. 2003 to 2008, he held the position 
Officer the company Lion Corp., 2008a). 
has 
real 
he was 
Chief 
Due to 
background, 
thorough understanding of the company and his and operational 
company .nnIP1""\U"" ... a reorganization its Red Lion 
increased stock price gradually. Ultimately, the stock reached peak $12.73 
2006 as compared to historic prices (Red Hotels Corp., 2011d). Additionally, IS 
responsible for expanding new franchise developments, acquisitions, and 
tenure. contribution hp"'·<ln-l,,'" a cornerstone company 
(Red Lion Corp.,2003c). 
Products lines 
Red Lion Hotels Corporation's products are primarily classified under two divisions which are 
Red Lion Hotels and TicketsWest. It mainly operates in three businesses and the product mix is 
as follows: 
Segment 2009 % of total 2008 % of total 
$ (in thousands) $ (in thousands) 
Hotel $149,379 90.3% $170,552 90.9% 
Franchise $1 ,678 1.0% $1,862 1.0% 
Entertainment $11 .690 7.1% $12,016 6.4% 
Others $2,641 1.6% $3,140 1.7% 
Total $165,388 100.0% $187,570 100.0% 
Note: The information and numbers were taken from Red Lion Hotels Corp, Form J O-K Report for the .fIScal year 
ended December 31,2009 
• Hotel Business 
3 
Red Lion Hotels Corporation is engaged in the ownership and operation of midscale, full 
and limited service hotels. In the end of2009, the company operated 32 hotels where 19 were 
wholly-owned and 13 were leased. The company's customers are the corporate and leisure 
travelers who seek accommodation. Moreover, it provides additional services such as event and 
meeting venues and dining to its customers. The company's competitors are the companies that 
serve the same products to the same target customers in the lodging industry, such as Comfort 
Inn by Choice Hotels, Courtyard by Marriott, Crowne Plaza by InterContinental Hotel Group 
(Red Lion Hotels Corp., 201 Oa). 
• Franchise Business 
The company also offers franchising of the Red Lion brand to interested parties. In 2009, 
Red Lion Hotels Corporation sold 13 franchising licenses of their brand. As a franchisor, they 
provide outstanding operational support and system and services to its franchisees. Furthermore, 
their customers are people who are interested in buying an established hotel franchise; 
particularly in the western United States. Choice International, Marriott and 
InterContinental 
2010a). 
Group are 
• Entertainment Business 
company's primarily COlnolctItors (Red 
The company offers entertainment event ticket distribution services 
Hotels 
promotions 
4 
under 
are its 
operations TicketsWest who need entertainment event tickets 
U''''vlll'vl':>. Live Nation other distributors are competitors Lion 
Corp., Oa). 
Red Hotels are primarily Western 
1"1"\',.",,,,,,,,,, of eight US California, Colorado, 
Washington one Canadian province, Columbian 
Appendix A) 
Business Maturity 
States. 
Lion 
distribution 
and 
Corp.,2010a). 
Red Hotels Corporation is a U.S. regional therefore, following 
maturity of each industry will be discussed within the domestic market. 
\III Hotel Business: Mature 
According to Hoovers' (20 11 b), U. S. lodging industry 
40,000 companies about 50,000 nrnt"\",.,...rt",,, with 
of approximately 
annual revenue of $l20 
billion. The is mostly dominated by big hotel such as Wyndham Worldwide 
Corporation, Marriott International, Starwood & Resorts, Hilton Corporation 
the rest are smaller COrnl)(mH~S competing more market In recent most 
started international _ ... _~.~._,... (Business Company Resource "' .......... .L 
2010). Therefore, I think 
following reasons: 
US market for the hotel industry is considered as "mature" for 
/Ill There are of industry consolidation through mergers acquisitions by major 
companies new example, Hilton Hotels Corporation acquired Blackstone 
Group in 2007(Miller & Washington, 2009). Recently, Sunstone Hotel Investors bought 
Guest Suites 
this year in to 
/Ill 
in to mature 
Square 
market 
of 
is planning to spend $lBiUion to buy more botels 
KT"''''''H 2011). 
and CU~;t01neJrS the maturity of 
Hotel companies rely on technology to .., .... " .... , ..... operations, 
communicate among internal employees and customers and create more efficient 
5 
".."-'vle,-_,, Hence, advancement of computer technology such as reservation system 
critical to lodging industry it will not be obsolete currently. addition, the 
industry continues to rely on both business and leisure travelers to generate (Business and 
Company Resource Center, 2010). 
/Ill Franchise Business: Growth 
U.S. Census Bureau .v." ... "n .• "" 2007 Economic Franchise which 
states that account for 1 percent all usunesses and it 
encompasses obvious industries. "" ........ "''"'. 59 Der(~ent are 
hotels are dominated by franchisees 2011), /jeSj,Qes, top <un .• ""''''' and 47 oercelU 
200 franchise system the Franchise Time (2008) reported that hotel franchising 
was affected by the economic turmoil in 2008. Ironically, most of top 
lodging companies boosted their sales rankings. It showed that the hotel franchise has a 
positive performance growth, so more and more companies adopt the franchising to 
6 
VAIJ ...... 'l .... their the top hotel franchise was Marriott with 862 units worldwide 
and $8 billion in revenue in 2008, Additionally, Holiday Express their 
boosting percent of its revenue. The current existing rivals in top 200 rankings 
large market it will more difficult for new companies to enter the market 
competition (Maze, 2008). 
Mature 
Most of concert promotions, venue and 
event llC1'leung. Computet technology plays a significant in the industry. L>'-''''lU''-''''. the 
industry consists of a lot different entities that serve in a limited metropolitan or 
geographic clientele (Gottlieb, 2006). Hr't'UiP'IIFT after merger Live and 
Ticketmaster, ticketing landscape started to shape. Currently, Nation, Anschutz 
Entertainment Group (AEG), Comcast-Spectacor and Ticketfly are recognized as major 
....... u ...... v" .. "'Jll1fJ<U.Uv" in the industry (Waddell, 2010a). to per-
show gross and attendance in North America were 7.6% and 8% in 2009 respectively. It 
indicated that the industry kept positive growth the economic downturn, Moreover, the 
customers and market are As a result, I think IS 
in beginning the stage (Waddell, 2010b). 
Currently, the Company utilizes related horizontal organic growth hotel and 
entertainment and franchising strategy the franchise business. Company 
grows a to a differentiation diversification 
lodging Corporation operates V .... '" •. LU~'..,..:",," including hotel, and 
segments Lion Hotels Corp., 2010a). 
ANALYSIS OF BUSINESS ENVIRONMENT 
1. 
General Environment 
Global: Moderate Strong (Hotel: / Franchise. strong / Entertainment: moderate) 
Due to and such as SARS and HINl, I hotel and 
franchise ."n~ ... "'''''''' are affected IS 
moderate UU~J""" Upon this, overall ou:nncess has a strong by global 
hotel business primarily on business leisure travelers. Because of 
globalization, are more more people traveling ","v',,",,,''' the world. order to to 
globalization, hotel companies tnf'1r',.,~,<,.,the demand of rooms and are expanding oversea. For 
example, French company, Acco! took over U.S. brand in 1990 
eX(:'all(lea into the market 2011). the 
also affected by the globalization trend. Lodging companies franchise strategy as a 
good expansion strategy. the globalization strong impact on those 
nd). 
entertairunent business, I think globalization has a impact tenns of 
accessing more foreign customers and performers in different areas. Furthermore, all the 
Dusme~)ses are affected by the global Ul:::i't:i:I::;ics 
region; it will decrease 
event. 
number and 
the .... ,""v'-">'v-:J spread out in a particular 
people to and 
7 
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Environment: Moderate Strong (Hotel: Strong! Entertainment: Moderate 
Environmental issues 
franchise business but it slightly 
~_,.", .. _ ... accounts for a small 
as green have a strong on both hotel and 
I"IU/'P\lI'T the entertairunent 
V''-'U'''''' factor has a moderate 
on business. 
the entertainment 
Therefore, the overall 
hotel industry is one major businesses that rr"' .... "' .. "t'" a amount of waste. 
hotel Cornp!illU;S more and more w"" .. w ..... are lJe(~OI1(lmg aware of the 
are encouraging the of many green 
on waste energy savmg nTl"lfJr!'l 
environmentally safe products and provides 
Young, 2008). lodging franchise 
movement in tenus opc::ratmg costs. 
environmentally friendly oracnc:e throughout the 
trend In order to sustain same brand image 
LU"" ..... '."""', Marriott 
Starwood's Aloft brand uses 
parking spots for hybrid car 
is strongly affected by the 
TranCI11S,CH executes the 
franchisee to 
2010). 
For the '~U~AL'~'" industry, going green a ."" .... "" ...... "' • .1 weak impact on 
order to save the paper and business. Some companies implement paperless ticketing 
time. However, environmental aspect is not into the customers' priority 
when tickets 1). 
Economic: Strong Strong! Franchise: Entertainment: Strong) 
a strong impact on industry. In general, Economic COflOHl0n 
industry has a positive pel~tOlrm,mc during the PPl,nnrn" recovery and it has an 
during the recession. According to Smith Travel ~'-"")"'<.<.l (2011) reported, the 
slump 
industry'S 
9 
occupancy 5.4 at 46.0 percent ADR and RevP AR were up to $96.22 and 
$44.23 December 2010. "'".-1"1-'1, • .......,'" most of Top their 
occupancy in 2010; for example, Detroit experienced 54.3 percent occupancy. Conversely, the 
the industry's unemployment rate also 
lower wages, customers frugal on the leisure "P""U'""""5 
insecurity its job and 
LP.,2009). 
hotel franchise business is also greatly affected by declining economy. 
Franchisees are 
downturn or 
wining to renew the 
switch to another 
Dw:;m~:::ss IS 
brand ~"<::1rpn"l 
rebound 
the lodging industry is in the 
However, according to the 
after recession. It therefore 
affects the business growth and expansion strongly (Goldstein, 2010). 
Meanwhile, the economy has a strong impact on the entertainment business. In 2010, 
Billboard Boxscore indicated $2.1 biJlion grosses was earned from 11 shows and it drew 
38 million people. went down % 15.8% in number of 
24.4% in attendance compared to last year. People's control over their pockets depends on the 
economy and the entertainment sector is the most affected by consumer's discretionary "'1-'~.UYli 
a result, it has a strong impact (Waddell, 201 Oc). 
Demographic: Strong (Hotel: Strong! Strong) 
Demographic as population, gender and income level have a strong 
impact on businesses. to a report presented by (20 10), it stated that the 
and India will be two key baby boomer population and the "'fTl'~nJ1 middle "''''''''''\.,>:> of 
to drive growth in travel sectors. By 2015. 
of wealth and 40 percent of spending. 
boomers are estimated to account for 60 
the rapid growth of the middle of 
China and India will create new travel patterns that will evolve from domestic to regional and 
10 
""p;.,A"~H<"'L to internationa1. Another also indicated the majority of hotel customers are baby 
boomers and most hotel customers (43%) earn npr"nfPt'T> $25000 $50,000 (Morton, 2008). 
The U' ... 'VUi'" level and genlaer determine kind of hotels customers will select; 
instance, hotels or budget 
Joel Goldstein (2010) mentions in Franchising World, baby boomers have a higher 
rate of entrepreneurial activities. invest their retirement to satisfy personal 
through OUl~ch;ase of franchises. I ..... "A.A""~ .. L business 
a strong impact in terms ticket pricing for j-j-"".'", ... i- demographic there are 
more than females of sport and some people are willing to spend incredible 
money to front of the court or while some people to sit the and enjoy 
the atmosphere. 
Socia-cultural: Moderate Strong (Hotel: Strong! Franchise: Moderate Strong/ 
Entertainment: Moderate) 
to culture lifestyle I believe socia-cultural 
on hotel ou~nncess strongly franchise business moderate CfT'£\T'>lTI'If but entertairunent 
IS slightly. Upon this, the overall business has a moderately strong impact by 
socia-culture. 
An "A look 
the new lifestyle" 
have a hard time to 
there are 69 n .. ,-,..."",n. of 
in lifestyle" was written Joe Mullich (2010). 
(business and leisure) is emerging because more and more IJ~Y'IJ'~ 
their work and vacations. According to a 
connecting their works with their 
by TripAdvlsor, 
(MuHich, 2010). 
As the new "bleisure" trend rises, it will impact the 
demands. 
indUStry's operation in order to satisfy 
Furthennore, socio-cultural has a moderately impact on the franchise business 
when the franchisor has to with in different As a franchisor, it is 
important to local culture customers' ", .. UU'-'".;> model; 
it can avoid misunderstandings between franchisor and 
successfully (Mihoubi. 2008). will affect ",,,,,r,,,,,.,;,., 
Each show will slightly different to 
the holidays, it offers special and events as Radio City 
Spectacular in order to celebrate holiday season. 
Politicall Legal: Moderate Strong (HoteL Strong! 
Moderate Strong) 
Strong! 
overall 
policies and 
however, it is moderately 
is affected the political 
impact on the 
,un,,",L\-,"" the enlterl:alIunem 
moderately 
oversea 
and franchise 
this, the 
Regulations playa significant industry. There are many policies 
11 
'-'~'.Ua.'''Vl1,", for both guests. industry is as a labor 
intense therefore, 
or labor 
with many legal 
Union, Also, need to 
such as minimum 
American 
Act (ADA) order to meet customers' For example, have to 
provide ",,-,,,,-,,",,;u 
Legal 
guest room disabilities. 
franchise in tenns of set up the agreement 
between franchisors and In general, franchisors two categories of state laws; 
one consists laws another is to ensure the relationship between two 
""''',u'''''' business subject to 
(Shane, 2005). 
For the entertainment ........ ,;;.H.1'-'.,." regulations have a moderately 
""'"u. .... ul".. Entertainment business usually profits from the tlCJkets, so 
12 
in geographic 
impact on ticketing 
IJ''''-''-'''''' issue has been 
considered controversial. In 2006, were 22 states executing controls and takes 
on various forms such as on all entertainment tlC:Kets; outlawing scalping for 
events and r"'''''Y"'''h,,",{'y """C,TI':a'VA~ resale tickets; still do not 
to the regulation Happel & Jennings, 
Technological: Strong ;:)trOn:fIJ Franchise: Strong! Strong) 
Internet and advances have a Hnr,,,,,', on all businesses. 
systems (CRS) has cre'H.ea an accessible global network the lodging industry, central 
so can make reservations a hotel anywhere and anytime. the advancement 
accommodate can desk 
(Business and 
mCrealSlnlg online third 
are also affected by 
etc. Online 
minutes, but also influence 
as Priceline.com, ......,"'LI"'..u .... vv 
"'1".'_"'"'>'-" not only help hotels to their perishable rooms 
the method customers book the room (Forgacs, 20l0). 
Meanwhile, the a strong impact on ... ""'u"' •. u. .... '" ...."L<A"'u'u. Nowadays, social 
a marketing tool and play an the lodging A"~~""LL1 
provides a channel for COlllmlUrnC~lUcln between hoteliers and 
Franchising World (2010) most franchisors ~~~'~,.,~, .. ~~ 
media is getting strong and large benefits for business 
Therefore, most franchisors allow their franchisees to utilize 
(ITB, 2011). According to 
rise in popularity of 
l"\ ...... l"YlP''!T and brand recognition. 
social networking 
aJ.!'_lll')v agreement. However, it to be as "advertising" under the 
not post any confidential information (Bauer, 0), 
..... P' .......... T distribution is an important Vll"UllV". for entertairunent 
13 
of that 
Most of 
customers 
people 
I.U.vllu...:' .... their w."'J.1,""" online in advance so they can have a good deal. 
unwanted and they sell on secondary In 
IlUJP\/I"T some 
to solve the 
problem, entertainment companies provide a new distribution "Ticket , ticket holders 
can sell UllI= ..... U tickets legitimately. In addition, there is a Ticket Forwarding pro,gram; ticket 
buyers can forward tickets to they v,,,,,.,uv. It is 
holders. paperless technology facilitates 
to sport season 
holders enter the venues 
by using card or any identifications at the gate. the technology has a impact 
on entertainment (Ault, 2004; Moore, 0). 
Industrial Environment 
Strong) 
The 
Moderate Strong (HoteL 
anllong rivals 
business and a moderately strong 
moderately "rrr'Tl/'T impact. 
U.S. hotel industry is in 
about 40,000 vVLL ... ..., ...... 
...... ,'v'u'""v. Moderate Entertainment 
strong impacts on both hotel 
on franchise business. Upon this, business a 
"mature" therefore, competition is The 
50 about 
""'·l"p, .. T ofrevenue (Hoovers' 20 11 b), Besides, most of large OrrlPanH~S such as 
InterContinental Hotels, Marriott International Hotels and Starwood Hotels and have 
",n· .... ".r/ a broad segmentation entered to rTPT',;>nT c01.ll1tries. instance, 
Point by for eC()fiO'ffilCal business traveler luxury brand, Meridien to higher 
14 
social status customers around the world. Due to the economy condition, the demand of lodging 
industry is growing slowly; therefore, rivals are struggling with making new moves to attract 
more customers and expand their brand (Thompson, Strickland & Gamble, 20 1 0). 
The franchise business and entertainment business are in the "growth" and "mature" 
stage, so the rivalry for each business has a moderately strong and strong impact respectively in 
terms of scrambling the market share. In the lodging franchising business, franchisors have 
pressure in franchisees terminating the contract and switching to other well-known franchisors 
such as Marriott International Hotels. In the entertainment business, Live Nation becomes the 
largest leader after merge vvith Ticketmaster. The rest rivals are roughly size and competitive 
capability, such as On Stage Entertainment, Inc and SMG Management, Inc. Hence, rivalries are 
competing vigorously and have a strong impact on the entertainment business (Thompson, et at., 
2010; Waddell, 2010a). 
Threat of New Entry: Moderate Weak (Hotel: Weak / Franchise: Moderate Weak I 
Entertainment Weak) 
Based on the maturity of each business, threat of new entrants has a weak impact on both 
hotel and entertainment industry and a moderately weak impact on franchise industry. Overall, 
the business is affected by the new entry moderately weak. 
According to the Zacks Equity Research (2011) reported the U.S. lodging market is 
getting saturated and hoteliers are exploring growth opportunities in fast-growing emerging 
countries such as China. Therefore, the entry barriers to U.S. market are high. Currently, the 
hotel industry is dominated by large companies that have strong brand recognitions and market 
share so there is a limited pool of entry candidates (Thompson, et aL, 2010). As a result, the 
threat of new entries is slight in the U.S. hotel business. 
15 
[n industry, even though franchising is still growing, most of 
by major companies, for instance Hampton Inn became number 1 on 
top 500 <Ul\,U">'" in 2011 (Daley. 2011). Furthennore, '-'ft1.:a,,,,,,,,,,- members are planning to 
expand markets, For example, Motel 6 opened 58 in 2010 40 of its hotel 
is consisted of franchises the end of 201 0 (Hotel News Resource, 2011). It U1UIl"'''',.",.:> 
current members are growing it will more difficult new entrants to enter the 
matwity of the overall entertainment business on beginning of mature 
There was a within Nation and Ticketmaster happened in 2009 (Smith & ....., ............... 
2010); it shows 
most of market 
competition W,U,A'JUE, the business 
is ",",,"'J;;U."',",,U companies as 
new entrants are struggling with market and threat new entrants is relatively 
Threat of Suppliers: Moderat Weak (Hotel: Weak I Franchise: Weak I 
Moderate strong) 
and 
of in both and franchise business is 
business. 
however, it has a 
moderate impact on the ent:ertalOme~n 
Most of items that are to serve are m lodging AU ..... '''',.,''''' 
suppliers not possess a bargaining power since are 
multiple 
relationship with 
cost 
over their .. H'''~'IJH'~A 
at a similar Besides, chain hoteliers usually a contractual 
current suppliers or prospect 
Sometime, big chain may 
order to control the op(~ratmg 
a greater 
because volume purchases through the central 
power 
system 
(Thompson, et al., 2010). 
In the franchising industry, ...,V!-''''"' .• .., have a weak threat to the vu..~J.u''''C)''' as well. Due to 
standardization; franchisees have to foHow standard list from the when they 
purchase fact, 
the sViitching cost is 
of supplier 
events involve 
supplier and creates a 
are many alternatives of to select the 
popUlarity items (Thompson, et aI., 2010). 
a moderately strong impact on the entertainment 
sports or super stars. In situation, it may be a 
value and input (Thompson, et 2010). Based on the result 
of2010, most of rapidly sold tickets were perennial stars (Bon Jovi, U2), current heat idols 
(Lady Justin Beiber) or Broadway Suppliers may have more power over 
...-."'''JO.'' U\A .. , ....... .:'\;, of the high popularity (Waddell, Oc). 
Threat of Buyers: Weak (Hotel: Weak I Franchise: Weak I Entertainment: Weak) 
weat buyers has a weak impact on all business. With increased of on-line 
party ag~~ncles, customers can COlnD;are the prices 
their own price the lodging industry. However, the price still control 
and they decide the price. It is a tactic to promote their products. On the other 
set the royalty 
grelemc:;m. The price 
fee according to 
be negotiated by the buyers (Thompson, et 
franchise 
2010). 
name 
In entertainment business, buyer power is also weak. Although, there 
are some auction scalping markets, they purchase ticket infrequently or in small 
16 
.......... , ..... ''-'" .u.,",u._,-, the is by the suppliers eventually (Thompson, et 2010). 
Substitutes: Moderate Strong (Hotel: 
weak) 
....."'""" .. ,,. Strong! Moderate 
Substitutes have a impact on both and franchise businesses; nevertheless, it 
has a moderate on the entertainment ,,"A'wvv. Upon on this, business is 
affected by substitutes moderately 
17 
Compare to the IVYF,UJ'I". industry, customers could have other altcematl'ves at an attractive 
or value, bed youth hostels housekeeping 
be an for price-sensitive adventuresome USIlomers and casino hotels draw the 
customer who like !">"",'",,,'u",p;, attention Inc, 2011 b). Those substitutes are adding 
new capacity customers are switching substitutes is a for hoteliers 
nornDs,on, et 2010). 
In the industry, there are many branded hotel chain prospect franchisees to 
invest. other franchisors are considered to offer return of investment. 
...,"" ... Hf-"'-', Days Inn is 
aggressive move to 
to new locations and Super 8 an 
the 
0). 
ticket market vAJ.>U,LlJ:; 
outside the venue or online 
however, they do not 
rivals (Daley, 2010). Furthermore, there is a 
entertainment The increasing of 
as eBay has a """",""?"",, weak impact on 
for maj or "nY''''''''''''''''''' because of illegality (Moore, 
18 
2 . 
..... I;.AUJ."" Environment 
Marketing: Moderate Weak 
A.) Product: Moderate Weak (Hotel: Moderate / Moderate / Entertainment: 
weak) 
Red Lion Corporation hotels with 6,243 rooms and 309,684 feet of 
meeting It primarily midscale, with and limited 
example, and meeting airport shuttle 
Majority of Red Hotels has a swmunlflg pool and facilities on company has 
a action in Red Lion Casino EIko, 
hotels (Red Corp.) 
competitors. quantity of products is limited and the 
Since 2009, Lion hotels are pet 
products to the 
segment is narrow. Therefore, 
Hotels' product is moderate and it is 
201Oa). 
u"."",",...,."" to be substituted (Red Lion 
with 2,428room 121,560 of meeting room In 2009, there were 
Red Lion Hotels' 
Hotels provides a 
agreements. a franchisor with a historic brand, Red 
,-,PT ...... ' ... 1" regional and U<:UiVUaJ. 
services that' 
and marketing 
v,-,uw.u..i [C~ef\laliun:s, revenue 
system and customer 
training, ('IYn('l"'!:lT'" purchasing programs quality evaluations. However, compare 
products to the competitors; the franchising network is and is limited particular 
areas. the product business is weak (Red 
2010a). 
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TicketsWest primary sells various tickets that are held in the Western Coast. The 
company sells concert tickets from classical music to the Hip Hop music; sport 
such as Chiefs games and tour as and Wicked. 
Moreover, TickeWest provides additional value packages with accommodation (Red Lion Hotels 
Corp., 2011 i). However, the quantity event is not a lot and some events and performers are 
not attractive, so the product of entertainment is weak compare to other competitors. 
Upon overall product of Red Lion Hotels is 
B.) Place: Weak (Hotel: Moderate weak I Franchise: Moderate Weak I Entertainment: Weak) 
In the of2009, Red Lion Hotels' network located in states and one Canadian 
province. From roots in Spokane) Washington, company is intensive placed in the 
Northwest major along 5 corridor. Because Red Lion Corporation is a 
regional company and it does not expand recently. makes the placement of hotel and 
Ul"_~L">"" businesses moderately weak (Fundinguniverse, n.d ; Red Lion 
Furthermore, through the call center 
Corp., 2010a) . 
and outlet and 
distribution. online can access throughout United States; 
however, most of outlets are regional outlets. For example, Quality Food Center (QFC) outlets 
only provide a local ticketing network for and the Sound area (Red Lion Hotels 
, 2003b). Also, most of the event venues are located in 
Spokane INB Performing Center. a 
actually weak (Red Lion Hotels Corp., 201h). Upon 
Red Lion Hotels Corporation is weak. 
particular local areas such as 
overall place of 
IS 
C.) Promotion: Moderate (Hotel: Moderate Strong / Franchise: Moderate Strong I 
Entertainment: Moderate Weak) 
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Red Lion Corporation is its advertising actively. In 2004, the 
company created a "brand mascot", red tion with a slogan "Stay Comfortable®" and it eventually 
is featured on everything in the hotels (Red Lion Corp., to draw more 
customers and the Lion Hotels developed 
promotions regularly. For "Stay Two - Get Free" swnmer promotion held in 2008 
(Red Corp., 2008b); eam 25,000 mileages with major carries when a guest stayed 
cwnulative total of six nights during promotion period (Red Lion Hotels Corp., 2009c), and 
"Stay Save promotion allowed saved up to 35 1-1" ....... ,,', ... room rate (Red 
Lion Hotels Corp., 2010d). 
Moreover, Red Lion R&R (Rewards and Recognition) Club is a customer reward 
program; loyal customers can enjoy the benefits when they join the club. Those promotions 
benefit and execute both the hotel and franchise business, but the company's brand 
recognition still limits to the Western Coast. Thus, I think 
moderate strong in hotel and franchise businesses. 
Lion Hotels' promotion is 
On the other hand, I think TicketsWest's promotion is slightly weak. 
not much oromollOI I only saw TicketsWest placed advertising on the 
n'''' .... '''.·r .. and the company's own social media sites. 
company does 
Lion Hotel 
D.) Price: Moderate (Hotel: Moderate / Franchise: Moderate I Entertainment: Moderate) 
According to Smith Travel Research US Department of Labor reported the average 
daily room rates (ADR) of u.s. lodging industry in 2009 was $97.51 revenue 
available room (RevPAR) was $53.71 (Choice Hotels International Inc., 2011). Compared the 
number to Red Lion Hotels, statistics are shown below: 
2009 
RLH Franchised Hotels 
RLH Total System Wide 
2009 U.S. Lodging Industry 
ADR 
$81.44 
$97.51 
RevPAR 
$40.28 
$45.37 
$53.71 
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Intemationallnc., 201 Ob; Red Hotels Corp., 20 lOa) 
the hotel v ... ~,.u."""'" ADR, $83 and RePAR $47.49 is rate. In 
V\,.I..;,,U",,,,,, aU """,LL':>""""'i> are lower the rate. It indicates company price is in 
middle but it is not a luxury or budget price in the lodging industry. 
rrtillerrnore, Red Lion are "typically by Smith Travel Research in 
upscale midscale with and Hotels 2010a, p.6). 
Therefore, compared type of full-service hotels (Hampton Red Hotel, Holiday 
and Embassy Suites) near Seattle International Airport, the result of comparative price shows 
Lion Hotels ranks in the middle and is positioned in a mid-price hotel (Travelocity, 201 
I think hotel and franchise IS 
In business, show "CATS" will in INB Performing 
Center April. Based on the TicketsWest website, the premium price in is $49 and the less 
expensive price is $30. After an extra 
(TicketsWest, 2011b). It a really attractive 
10 to 
venue is also an important factor to influence 
entertainment is moderate. 
$7.50, final price is $56.5 the premium seat 
for an off-Broadway show. I think WestTicket 
\Uft"""" the of the 
pricing; therefore, I think the price 
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Overall) Red Lion Hotels' product is moderately weak, the placement of product is weak 
and the promotion and price are moderate; as a result, the marketing the company is 
moderately weak. 
Financial: Moderate Weak 
.:. Note: The information and statistics were taken from Red Lion Hotels Corporation. Form JO-K Reportjor the 
fiscal year ended December 31, 2009 
A.) Sale Mix and Net Income 
For the Years Ended December 
on the horizontal and of sale and net UJY'V'''''''_ the hotels 
in 2009 rlPf'.rP!'l $21.2 million, or $12.4%, compared to 2008; Red Lion Hotels 
(201Oa) stated the decreased is due to an 11.8% decrease in room revenues as transient and 
revenues were down $7.0 million and .8 million respectively. In addition, the revenue from 
franchise se~unl::::m in 2009 decreased $0.2 million~ or 9.9%, compare to 2008 was 
hotels company's system 2009 it was lower revenues existing 
franchises. The number of franchise hotels declined from 15 to 13. Red Lion Hotel and 
Winnemucca and Red Lion Hotel Baton . ..,..v,,,,,, ... left the company's system during 2009 
(Red Lion Corp., 201Oa) . 
In the entertainment business, it reported a decrease $0.3 million, or 2% in 2009 
compared to prior year. The other revenue was from operation a retail mall in Kalispell, 
......... 11""'"' to its hotel. It was down 15.9% to 2.6 million in 2009. Montana, which is 
Overall, Red Hotels npr,p"""" the total revenue of$ 165.4 million 2009. It was 
decrease million compare to 2008; however, it was resulted from the economic downturn 
in 2009 and the company implemented significant cost controls throughout the 
Actually, the vertical shows company didn't have a fluctuation 
between 2008 and 2009 (Red Lion Hotel Corp., 2010a). 
On the bottom line, the company reported a net loss $6.6 million in 2009 and a loss 
.7 million in 2008. the recession in 2009, I think the company has a problem financing 
its investment In 2009, the company recorded an $8.7 million non-cash impairment loss; it was 
related to the acquisition of Red Lion 
After the acquisition, the company 
",." . ."",.. Southeast property for million 2008. 
$5.0 million for renovations the hotel demand for 
the Denver market is decline substantially. It indicates the company has overstated the book 
value property (Red Lion Hotels Corp., 201 Oa). 
B.) Occupancy, ADR and RevPAR 
Owned Hotels 56.9% 
Franchised Hotels 52.8% 
Total System Wide 55.7% 
2009 
$83.44 
$76.27 
$81.44 
$47,49 
$40.28 
$45.37 
60.7% 
57.9% 
59.9% 
As a lodging company, Red Lion Hotels' financial performance is 
2008 
ADR 
$89.05 
$78.18 
$85.97 
$54.05 
$45.25 
$51.47 
judged by the 
occupancy rate, average daily rate and revenue per available room. In generally, the 
occupancy ADR and RevPAR in 2009 were lower than last The hotel's 
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occupancy is normally around 63%-65% (Cooper, 2010); meJrerc)re, company had a usual 
perfonnance that closed to the standard in 2008. The total hotels' RevPAR on comparable basis 
decreased 11.9 % in 2009 due to a 420 basis point decline in occupancy and a 
ADR. It resulted in decrease and group and lower ,-,""LU<.UJ:U. the 
"",",''''>l\JU (Red Lion Hotels Corp., 2010a). 
C,) Ratios 
.:. Note: Industry Standards were taken from the lecture of Dr. ,-,<n,u,,-, (c. A. Cooper, personal 
communication, March 2010) . 
• :.. The information were primarily taken from Red Lion Corporation, 10~K 
Report/or the fiscal year ended December 31,2007,2008 and 2009. AI/figures are in thousands. 
Current Ratio 
Quick Ratio 
Solvency Ratios 
Solvency Ratio 
Debt-Equity Ratio 
LTD to Total Capitalization Ratio 
Activity Ratios 
Fixed Asset Turnover 
Asset Turnover 
Profitability Ratios 
Profit Margin 
Rerurn on .t'l.3~I~L3 
Return on Equity 
2009 2008 Industry 
1.03 
0.80 
2.00 
1.00 
46.94% 
0.57 
0.45 
(4.02)% 
(1.82)% 
(3.72)% 
1.37 
1.22 
1.91 
1.10 
48.67% 
0.67 
(0.91)% 
(0.47)% 
(0.94)% 
Standard 
1.2 
1 
Red Lion Hotels' financial performance can examined by aspects of liquidity 
ratios, solvency ratios, activity ratios and profitability ratios. The liquidity ratios evaluate the 
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ability a hospitality company to meet is current obligations, or to pay 
dues (Andrew, Damitio, & Schmidgall, 2007). Hotels' current ratio and quick ratio 
were decline from 2008 to 2009 and both ratios were blow the industry standard in 2009. It 
indicates that the company may not have maintained adequate working capital and sufficient 
liquidity to ensure operating smoothly. Indeed, the company reported $0.5 million adequate 
working capital 2009; most of money is used to invest the property and equipment, such as 
of Red Anaheim (Red Hotels 201Oa). 
the low current ratio will hinder the company from borrowing more capital the 
creditors and influence future expansions (Andrew) et aI., 2007). 
As the company expands the it has to deal with its debt carefully. 
Solvency 
the 
are measured the 
",n,,,n,, and its stockholders will 
of debt financing determined the financial risks that 
et al., 2007). In 2009, company's 
solvency ratio went up and the debt equity ratio and long-term debt to total capitalization ratio 
were lower slightly compared to 2008. It indicates the company was to control debt and 
In 2009, Red reduce the future financial 
facility compared to net nA,Tn'{Xl1 
Hotels a net $10.0 million on credit 
during 2008 $ 36.0 million which used to finance 
acquisition the Denver property. 
million in the end of2009 (Red Lion Hotels 
company had total debt obligations of $ 137.1 
2010a). 
The Hotels did not use its assets efficiently and effectively to rr""r"lp",<>"P 
terms of the ae(:re;ase of ratios 2009. The acquisition of Red Lion Hotel 
Southeast was the company's financial perfonnance a lot in 2009, it resulted in the 
ill 
largest total assets in 2009 than 2008. the company's profitability were 
terrible 2009. There was still no profit margin and were reported on both 
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and ROE. Although the recession is a big factor, it also reveals that the management team did not 
perform well on its financial management (Red Lion Hotels Corp., 2010a). 
Overall, Red Lion Hotels not It 
moderately on the liquidity and ratios. activity ratios and profitability 
ratios are really weak. While the company is planning to expand and invest business, the 
financial may hinder its growth and it reduces the competitiveness the lodging market. 
Organizational: Moderate 
Moderate) 
Moderate ... t,.f' ......... / Franchise: Moderate / 
President & Chief Executive Officer of Red Lion Hotels 
2003 2008 
2008 -Jan 2010 
2010-Now 
President of Tickets West 
Feb 2006 -Now 
Arthur M. 
Anupam Narayan 
Jon 
Jack 
President- Lodging Development 
2010- Now Richard Carlson 
(Red Lion Hotels Corp., 20 lOa) 
Red a moderate! y organizational structure in the hotel 
the hotel segmem is the foundation of the company. 1976, the 
company has an over 30 experience in the field. Chairman, Donald Barbieri 
the company in 1969 and was responsible for the development activities hotel, entertairunent 
and real estate areas. 
company and expanded 
President and 
successfully transformed his father's business into a public lodging 
business territory. After Mr. Barbieri retired, Arthur served as 
2003 to 2008. Mr. Coffey held a 
management including Executive Vice President, Chief Financial Officer and 
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Operating '-''',LL~'_'' During his tenure, the company has grown from ownership of three hotels 
into an hospitality company that owns, manages and franchises more than 40 hotels 
(Red Lion 2007). 
Anupam Narayan was as President and Chief Executive Officer from 2008 to 
2010. was employed by Doubletree Corporation and Red Lion from 1 to 1998; then he 
in various positions as an executive officer at Best Western International before came to 
Red Lion Hotels (Red Lion Hotels 2008a) . He has an eXD,ent~nC(~Q background in 
hospitality however, his employment meXP,ect,edJ UlUlU .... '''' in 2010. Then, Jon 
Eliassen took over as an interim President and Chief Executive Officer. 
At first, the ,"","JU'<,,\.J business and entertainment business were managed under the Red 
Lion Corporation. Since, 2006, Jack has been President the TicketsWest. In fact, 
has been charge of the various departments within the entertainment segment for a long 
time and his c.:;at)aCll was awarded the prestigious International (INTIX) 
Ticketing Professional of the Year Award in 2004 (Red Lion Hotels Corp., 2006b). 
The franchise business was used to be managed under the hotel operation. The company 
has Operating Officer of Hotel Operations and three Vice President. Until 2010, 
newly cre:me:a position is focused to the company's plan for franchise growth in 2010. 
Richard Carlson was 
addition to r\U~I""'P"" 
company has proper 
to Red Lion's development and 
existing franchisee relations (Red Lion Hotels Corp., lOb). The 
talented management people in the appropriate position; however, the 
franchise and entertainment business was developed late. the overall organization is 
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Physical: Moderate (Hotel: Moderate Strong I Franchise: Moderate Strong I Entertainment: 
Moderate) 
Lion Hotel Corporation has been vUI:!.a~; ... u in its hotel room renovations and 
to provide a best accommodation environment for guests. Its 
effort also m awarded the best-in-class for customer satisfaction by Market Metrix 
in 2006 (Red Lion Hotel Corp., 2006d). In 2008, company substantially completed the 
of the Denver Southeast hotel 
ticketing application software at all TicketsWest locations (Red Lion Hotel 
implemented new 
2009a). 
In 2008, Red Lion Hotel's operating expenses included a new .,.",("l'"n'{"Til"'" expense, 1 
million. The restructuring <>v.,.,,,,,,,,,,,, was not 2008 and a 0.1 million for 
restructuring was reported company's showed an 
approximately $16.4 million p'vr,pn,:p in 2009 on essential 
technology and hotel improvement project, including the completed renovations at Red Lion 
Anaheim, Seattle's Fifth Avenue and Denver property (Red Lion Hotel Corp., 20 lOa). 
investment shows the company has a hotel business 
and a moderate physical position the entertainment business. 
Partnership: Moderate Weak (Hotel: Moderate I Franchise: Moderate I Entertainment: 
Moderate weak) 
Hotels Corporation a good 
as Expedia, Travelocity. In order to ...... " ''''P<:> '0" loyal 
with online distribution "",,,rpYn 
C'TA'''''''''·,.", the Red Lion R P Club has 
a moderate strong partnership with companies in different industries. For airline companies, Red 
Lion has partnered with Alaska Airlinesl Horizon Air, American Airlines, Delta, 
United the company with ,-,v " t..,'J , Nordstrom, 
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Car L" .... L.L.CU. and ASPCA (The for the Prevention of 
Cruelty to Animals) 
Hotels Corp., 2011 h). 
redemption .... "',"Tn,> ... with Group (PHO) hotels (Red Lion 
In the entertainment segment, TicketsWest and the Red Lion Hotels have a mutual 
relationship. the company has contractual alliance with regional outlets for selling event 
tickets. For example, TicketsWest the partnership with Western retail store, Quality 
Food (QFC); customer can purchase or tickets at stores (Red Lion Hotels 
Corp., 2003b). However, compare to other ,..r. ... ,'11 ... ''''1''fr.,.''' of the company is 
not enough, so it is moderate weak. 
Tecltnological: Moderate (Hotel: Moderate I Franchise: Moderate I Entertainment: 
Moderate) 
vv • .......,.u'Avf~J plays an n'\ .... ',...r"t~ .... f role in the lodging industry. only hoteliers keep 
developing new systems, but Red Lion updates the the high-tech 
technology. Red Lion Hotels the MICROS Opera Enterprise Suite for both T\"rnnprnr 
naIlagem.em system and central reservations system. MI CROS provides a unique feature that 
rate and provides accurate last room availability, It allowed 
deliver a 45% leading contribution from "" ..... ULHI.! sources 2009. There are 
to 
technologies 
such as OnIy4me to stimulate new transient and corporate business and NewMarket's Delphi is 
used sales and marketing (Red Lion Hotels Corp., 20 11 b). Those systems are beneficial to 
both hotelier 
In 2004, the "ScanTix" technology at Spokane It for 
bar-coding access control to venues and other events and enhanced the company's 
competitive in marketplace (Red Lion Corp., 2004b). Currently, also 
takes advantage of the social media such as Facebook and Twitters to expand the market and 
updates a new website, myticketswest.com in order to LU'""' .... ""',-.. its 
11a). 
Overall, I think 
<.UJ.I .... 5''''' it is on the 
Tangible Environment 
Lion Hotels' technology systems not 
among industry performances. 
(Tickets West, 
a competitive 
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Human Resources: Moderate Weak (Hotel: Moderate Weak I Franchise: Moderate Weak I 
tammeIlI: Mlooe:rate Weak) 
The employees are as asset of the Lion Hotels, According to 
Lion Corporation's (20IIc, p.l) company values" Red Lion Hotels Corporation 
committed to hiring a of skilled, motivated and courteous associates and providing them 
with a and pleasant environment." company IS '"'Ul""'r,~"" 
and enthusiastic people who can aernOI1StI the comparlY's mission 
employing talented 
provide personalized 
services to guests (Red Lion Corp., 2011c). However, the company reduced labor cost 
which included a reduction of workforce, comparly-wide 
2009 
1''''''''.,''"'''' by various collective 
! Id). 
agreeI1rlen:ts (Red Lion 
a 5 cut for 
labor issue was 
Corp., 2010a). It 'U\..L."u."~;J 
the company's Humarl Resource has some problems and it disobey the corporation value. 
the comparlY is subject to the size the business model, so Red Lion Hotels may 
some problems of future recruitments 
resource is moderately 
employee turnover. a result, I think humarl 
Innovation: Weak (Hotel: Moderate Weak / 
Weak) 
Moderate Weak / Entertainment: 
From my perspective on the innovation of the Red Lion I think the compani s 
product innovation is weak. Majority product or technology innovation is responded to 
competitive market and the trend customers' needs. The only innovative aspect the 
marketing tactic to create a new contemporary brand with a "brand mascot". I think the 
is creative innovative the <vV'h'-'.'E. industry. Most of hotels focus on their brand 
color; instance, Holiday Inn is ...... "'V'-'J ....... ' .... with logo. However, Red Hotels 
developed a unique marketing approach the brand image. The company 
successfully launched the plush toy mascot to promote company (Red Lion Hotels Corp., 
2004a). 
Reputation: Moderate (fIotel: Moderate / Moderate) 
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Red Lion Hotel has a recognizable reputation is the Pacific Northwest area. company 
has ranked on top in the mid-scale with food and beverage category for customer 
by Market Metrix Hospitality Index in third quarter of 2006 and the of 
2010. The quarterly Market Metrix Hospitality Index ranks over 250 lodging brands on over 50 
dimensions. report showed high customer satisfaction results from the company's 
valuable breakfast price, bedding and cleanliness (Red Lion Hotels Corp., 2006d; 2010c). On the 
other hand, the company did not have any reputation or legal proceedings occurred; 
thus, company's reputation is moderate (Red ,2010a). 
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STRATEGIC POSITION 
Red Lion Hotels Corporation is engaged in the hotel business, franchise business and the 
entertainment business. Moreover, hotels are typically as 
midscale with food hotel by Smith Research (Red 
upscale and 
Hotels Corp., 
2010a). In order to identify company's smate:glc position, it is important to compare 
company with other rivals in the same industry. 
According to Red Lion (2009a), the stated their 1-'~.,".U..LLJ 
competitors include Crowne Plaza Hotel, Doubletree, and Radisson and Marriott Courtyard, 
Inn and Hilton Garden Inn are their competitors in secondary 
of competitors are private held companies such as InterContinental 
However, some 
Group, Hilton 
Worldwide and it is hard to get J~~L''''''''''' AU"''''''"'' and others are too to compete 
with. Therefore, I choose Choice Hotels International, Inc. as Lion Hotels Corporation's 
competitor in the lodging industry and the Live Nation Entertainment, Inc. as the company's 
another competitor in entertainment industry. 
Intemationa1, Inc. (Choice) is a hotel franchiser with 6,021 hotels, 
representmg 487,410 rooms in "n ........ ''' ..... states and over 30 outside of 
the United States. The company 
brand names: Comfort Inn, Comfort 
Inn) MainStay 
(Detamonitor, 201 
Suburban .cxlcen(]ea 
lodging properties under a number of proprietary 
Quality, Clarion, Sleep Inn, Lodge, Rodeway 
Hote], and Ascend CoHection 
Hotels recorded revenues of $ 564.2 million in the end of 2009. Besides, the 
company's operating profit was $148.1 million and the net profit was $98.3 million in fiscal 
2009 (Detamonitor, 20 lOa). 
hotels offered by Choice include two categories: full hotels with food and 
beverage (F&B) or meeting facilities and limited hotels with only rooms, limited F &B 
such as breakfast buffets. Among these brands, I think the upsca1e select service hotel chain; 
Cambira is the of upscale Lion Hotels. Additionally, the mid-scale hotels, 
Suites, Clarion and Quality are the competitors 
As a result, I see the Hotels Intemational, Inc. as one of my rivals the lodging industry 
(Choice Hotels International, Inc., 2010a). 
Furthermore, I think Ticketmaster Entertainment, Inc. is the competitor of TicketsWest 
Company. 2009, Ticketmaster merged with Nation Entertainment, Inc. Live Nation is a 
entertainment company and it oplerates five OU~;lJlt:SSt:s: concert promotion venue 
operations, sponsorship, ticketing solutions, ecommerce and artist narlagemem (Detamonitor, 
20 lOb). 
The company primarily operates in the United State. In the fiscal year ended December 
2009, Live Nation revenues of$4,181miHion. the company's 
was $52.4 million a net was $60.2 in 2009 (Detamonitor, 2010b). Based on 
I think: TicketsWest is a cow in the Lion Hotels Corporation; 
therefore, Live Nation is the company's primarily competitor. 
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Competitive Charts 
Marketing, managerial and finance are the three aspects to evaluate the Red Lion Hotels 
Corporation's competitive advantage and a competency. Competitors are as 
the following charts, 5 represents the strongest score and 1 the weakest. 
• Marketing 
1 
3 
3 
4 
5 
5 
4 
Score: 1 (weak)to 5(strong) 
Product 
Live Nation !--<nl'''''!'"tr.\' .... , ...... '''',"'\"t has the stf()nl2:est position the an 
entertainment company, Nation operates, has booking rights for and an equity 
interest in 142 venues globally, including House of Blue music venues and prestigious locations 
as Fillmore in San Francisco. In 2009, Live Nation promoted shows or tours for 
approximately 2,000 worldwide, including a lot ofwell-knmvn stars: U2, 
Brothers and Madonna (Live Nation 
advantage of products. 
Compared to the rivals, Red Lion Hotels' 
Inc., 2010). Nation a 
events are limited 
to particular regions. In hotel it only provides 45 hotels with midscale 
full or limited services. It does not offer a broad segmentation or amount of properties. So 
the product of Red Lion Hotel ranks moderately (Red Lion Hotels Corp., 2010a). 
Appendix 
Products Geographic Distribution 
Products Geographic Distribution 
n Hotel Concord~ Walnut Creek 
Red 
River 
Red 
Red Lion 
Location 
Victoria, Be. vClJ,,,,,,-,a 
Anaheim, CA 
Concord, CA 
Eureka, CA 
Redding, CA 
Sacramento, 
Boise, 
Idaho 
Lewiston, 
ID 
Kalispell, MT 
Missoula, 
EIko, NV 
Bend) OR 
Coos 
Lion Hotel 
Red Lion Inn & 
Red Hotel Medford 
Red Lion Hotel Pendleton 
Red Lion Hotel Portland - Convention '-''''''''' 
Red Lion Hotel on the River Jantzen Beach 
Red Lion Hotel Portland Airport 
Red Lion Hotel Salem 
Red Lion River 
Red Lion Hotel Tacoma 
ion Hotel Vancouver at the Quay 
~;(llion Hotel Yakima 
Eugene, OR 
McMinnville, OR 
Medford, OR 
Pendleton> OR 
Portland, OR 
Salem, OR 
e City, UT 
Richland, WA 
Seattle, WA 
WA 
Spokane, WA 
Spokane, WA 
Tacoma, WA 
Vancouver, WA 
Wenatchee, W A 
Yakima, WA 
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Appendix B 
2009 Lion Hotels Corporation Financial Statements 
Table of Contents 
RED LION HOTELS CORPORA TJON 
CONSOLIDATED BALANCE SHEETS 
December 31,2009 IHId 2008 
Current assets: 
Cash and cash equivalents 
Restricted cash 
Accounlq receivable, net 
Inventories 
Prepaid expenses aDd otber 
Total current assets 
Property and equipment, net 
Goodwill 
Intangible assets, net 
Other assets, net 
Total assets 
Current liabilities: 
Accounts payable 
Accrued payroll and related benefits 
Accrued interest payable 
Advance deposits 
Other accrued expenses 
Long-tenn due within one year 
Total current liabilities 
Revolving credit 
Long-tenn debt, due after one year 
Deferred income 
Deferred income taxes 
Debentures due Red Lion Hotels Capital Trust 
Total liabilities 
Commitments and contingencies 
ASSETS 
LIABILITIES 
STOCKHOLDERS' EQUITY 
Red Lion Hotels Corporation stockholders' 
Preferred slock - 5,000,000 shares $0.0 I par value; no shares 
issued or outstanding 
Common stock - 50,000,000 shares $0.01 par value; 
18,180,104 and 17,977,205 shares issued and outstanding 
Additional capital, common stock 
Retained eantUOI~S 
Total Red Lion Hotels Corporation stockholders' equity 
Nonconl:rolliog interest 
Total 
Total liabilities and stockholders' equity 
$ 
285,782 
28,042 
10,199 
5,716 
15 
318 
496 
7,658 
175,478 
182 
142,479 
176,069 
$ 
$ 
The accompanying notes are an integral part of the consolidated financial statements. 
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18,222 
3,890 
11,337 
I 
298,496 
28,042 
10,376 
10,990 
314 
398 
36,000 
80,323 
8,476 
16,366 
199,381 
180 
141,137 
181,372 
Table of Contents 
RED LION HOTELS CORPORATION 
CONSOLIDATED STATEMENTS OF OPERA nONS 
For the Years Ended December 31, 20()9, 2008 and 2007 
Revenue: 
Hotels 
Franchise 
Entertainment 
Otner 
Total reVenues 
Operating expenses; 
Hotels 
Franchise 
Entertairunel.1t 
Otber 
Depreciation and amortization 
Hotel facility and land lease 
Impainnent loss 
Gain on asset net 
Undistributed corporate expenses 
expenses 
Tota.l expenses 
Operating income (loss) 
Other income (expense): 
Interest expense 
Other income, net 
Income (loss) from continuing operations before income mxes 
Income tax (benefit) expense 
Net income (loss) from continuing operations 
Discontinued operations: 
Loss from of discontinued business units, net of income tax 
benefit 
Net gain on disposal of discontinued business units, net of income tax 
benefil of $513 
Income from discontinued operations 
Net income (loss) 
Net income (loss) attributable to noncontrolliog interest 
Net income attributable to Red Lion Hotels Corporation 
(loss) per share attributable to Red Lion Hotels 
Basic and diluted 
$149,379 
1,678 
11,690 
430 
9,466 
20,954 
6,976 
8,686 
(243) 
5,200 
136 
(3,144) 
(8,503) 
$170,552 $1 
2,756 
12,016 
186,893 
131,214 
355 
11,234 
2,100 
19,316 16,528 
6,998 6,490 
(437) 
5,840 
4,799 ] 5,378 
(9,247) (9,172) 
(2,918) 
(113) 
Net income (loss) from continuing 
Income from discontinued operations 
$ (0.37) $ (0.09) $ 0.27 
Net income (loss) attributable to Red Lion Hotels Corporation 
Weighted average shares - basic 18,)06 18,234 
Weighted average shares - diluted 18, 106 18,234 
The notes are an integral part of the consolidated financial statements. 
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19,134 
]9,506 
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RED LION HOTELS CORPORATION 
CONSOLIDATED STATEMENTS OF CHANGES IN STOCKHOLDERS' EQUITY 
For the Years Ended December 31, 2009, 2008 and 2007 
Balances, January 1,2007 19,11 254 
Net income attributable to Red Lion 
Hotels 6,050 
Stock under repurchase plan (924,200) (9) (9,096) 
Stock issued under stock 
plan 19,246 195 
Stock issued under plan 8\,668 489 
Stock based compensation l7,350 899 
Tax benefits related to exercise of stock 
December 2(107 183 140,553 41,759 31 
Net loss attributable to Red Lion Hotels 
(12) 
Stock redeemed under repurchase (396,000) (4) (1,824) 
Stock issued under stock 
plan 22,265 164 
Stock based compensation 38,184 13 
Tax expense related to of 
stock options 
Balances, December 31, 2008 180 J41,137 40,055 19 
Net loss attributable to Red Lion Hotels 
Corporation (6,647) (4) 
Stock issued under employee stock 
purchase plan 54,871 119 
Stock based compensation 
Balances, December 2009 
The accompanying notes are an 
51 
$184,045 
5.827 
(9,lO5) 
195 
490 
899 
164 
2,514 
(269) 
181 
(6,651 ) 
119 
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a.ctivitie~: 
RED LION HOTELS CORPORATION 
CONSOLIDATED STATEMENTS OF CASH FLOWS 
For the Years Ended December 31, 2009, 2008 and 2007 
Net income (loss) $ (6,648) $ (1,716) $ 6,084 
dJusUllents to reconcile net income to net cash operating 
activities: 
Depreciation and amortization 
Gain on disposition of property, equipment and otner assets, net 
Restructuring expenses (non-cash) 
I wit"" r,,, .. ,,t loss 
On of discontinued opf:ratJOns, net 
Deferred income tax [ ... o,~~!;;.~\ I1lrflvisirm 
Equity in investments 
Imputed interest expense 
Stock based expense 
Provision for accounts 
in cWTent assets and liabilities: 
Restricted cash 
Accounts receivable 
Inventories 
Prepaid expenses and other 
Accounts payable 
Accrued and related benefils 
Accrued 
Other accrued expenses and advance deposits 
Net cash provided by operating activities 
activities: 
I-'nrr.n"~"''' of property and equipment 
Liquor license purchase 
Non-current restricted cash for sublease tenant imlProvell1elrlts, net 
Proceeds from disposition and ..... l' •• p'''''-''>< 
Proceeds from operations 
Proceeds from short-term liquid investments 
Advances to Red Lion Hotels Capital Trust 
Other, net 
Net cash used in activities 
20.954 
212 
89 
93 
(560) 
(5,274) 
(2,610) 
4 
(16,425) 
(500) 
16 
(27) 
16 
(156) 
1,144 
166 
549 
82 
786 
I 
41 
(27) 
The accompanying notes are an part of the consolidated financial statements. 
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(437) 
(1,445) 
3,210 
(40) 
212 
901 
53 
(1.683) 
(941) 
133 
714 
(4,889) 
88 
(87) 
2,801 
(25,509) 
7,918 
7,635 
(17) 
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RED LION HOTELS CORPORATION 
CONSOLIDATED STATEMENTS OF CASH FLOWS - (Continued) 
For the Years Ended December 31, 2009, 2008 and 2007 
credit 
r .. ""I"'.n" credit 
""~Ivmpnt oflong-tenn debt 
on long-tenn debt 
Common stock redeemed 
Proceeds from issuance of common stock under f'm'nll'l'VI'P stock pUlicnase plan 
Proceeds from stock exercises 
Distributions to noncontrolling interest 
Additions to deferred costs 
Net cash (used in) provided by activities 
Net change in cash from discontinued OIlE!rllln0T1S 
"-ll"llJ~" in cash and cash emllVlllellU: 
Net increase in cash and cash equivalents 
Cash and cash equivalents at of period 
Cash and cash at end 
.. ",,,,, .. , ... , disclosure of cash flow information: 
paid periods for: 
Interest on long-term debt 
Income taxes 
Cash received during for: 
Income taxes 
Noncash investing and activities: 
Conversion of accounts 10 note receivable 
Tax effect on conversion of equity 
Exchange and equipment for minority interest 
38,000 
(2,000) 
(14,000) (2,479) 
14,000 
(13) (1,828) 
119 164 
(3) 
(14,337) 
$ 8,955 
$ 
$ 296 
$ 771 
$ 
$ 
$ 
$ 
$ 
$ 
$ 
$ 
3,J 78 1,782 
$15,044 
$ 
102 $ 1,100 
978 $ 2,5}4 
$ 
(269) $ 175 
$ 167 
The accompanying notes are an integral part of the consolidated financial statements. 
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2009 Choice Hotels International, Inc. Financial Statements 
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CHOlCE HOTELS INTERNATIONAL, INC. AND SUBSIDIARlES 
CONSOLlOATEDSTATEMENTS OF INCOME 
REVENUES: 
Royalty fees 217,984 
Initial fumchise and reiicensing fees 12,916 
Procurement services 17,598 
Marketing and reservation 305,.379 
Hotel operations 4,140 
Other 
Total revenues 564,178 
OPERA TING EXPENSES: 
and administrative 99,237 
and amortization 8,336 
and reservation 30S,:m 
Tol'lll operating expeBses 
OTHER INCOME AND EXPENSES: 
expense 4,414 
Interest and other illVestmenl (income) loss (5,862) 
Equity in net income of affiliales 
Other Income lind expenses, net 
Intorne before Income tllJ\lS 150,634 
Incornemes 
Net income 
Weighted average share! outstanding-bllSie 
Weighted avenge shlll"e'S outstanding-dlluted 
Blish: earnings per share 
Diluted earnings ~r share 
Casb dividends declared per share $ 0,74 
(J p tboUS1l ... ds, 
""cep' 
per sbllre amounts) 
$ 247,435 
27,931 
17,148 
336,477 
4,936 
118,989 
8,184 
336,477 
10,932 
7,160 
$ 0.71 
The lICCompanying notes are an integral part or these consolidated financial statements. 
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$ 236,346 
33,389 
16,283 
316,827 
4,692 
101,590 
8,637 
316,827 
14,293 
173.886 
$ 0.64 
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OlOICE HOTELS INTERNATIONAL, INC. AND SUBSIDIARlES 
CONSOLIDATED BALANCE SHEETS 
ASSETS 
Current assets 
Cash and casb ell1liv.len'" 
Receivables (nel ofallowlIDce for doubtl\.ll accounts of$6,886 and $5,256, respectively) 
Deferred income taxes 
Income Ulxes receivable 
Other current asset, 
Total current assets 
Property !llld equipment, at COSt, net 
Goodwill 
Franchise rights and other identifiable intangibles, net 
Re(;elllab:le--rruukl:tlllll! and reservation fees 
Investments, employee plB.llS, at fair value 
Deferred Income taxes 
Other assets 
Total assets 
LIABILITIES AND SHAREHOLDERS' DEFICIT 
Current liabilities 
ACOOlil11S payable 
Accrued expenses 
Deferred revenue 
De[erred compensation and retirement plan obligations 
Income taxes payable 
Toul current Iiabilltles 
compensation and retirement phm obligations 
Other liabilities 
Total lIabilities 
Commitments and Contingencies 
Common stock, $0.01 par value; 160,000,000 shares audlorized; 95,345,362 shares issued al December3l, 2009 and 2008 
and 59,541,106 and 60,704,852 shares outsWlding at December 3 J, 2009 and 2008, re;;nec:tlveIV 
Additional paid-ill-capita! 
Accumulated oth.er comprehensive income (loss) 
TrellSory stack (35,804,256 and 34,640,510 shares at December 31,2009 and 2008, respectively), at cost 
Retained eamiligs 
Total shareholders' deficit 
Total liabilities lind shllrcllOlders' deficlt 
The accompanying nOles are an integral part of Ihese consolidated financial sLllemenls. 
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J)c<cmlwr 31, Oocelllbcr .:11, 
2008 
$ 
(InlboilltiUlds, 
escopt 
sbare a",ounu) 
67,870 $ 
41,898 
7,980 
127,862 
43,627 
6S,ln) 
24,559 
33,872 
20,931 
14,143 
lJ,859 $ 
37,074 
51,765 
2,198 
131,806 
277,100 
34,956 
52,680 
43,141 
8,223 
3.181 
120,216 
45,291 
65,813 
27,763 
13,527 
25,360 
20,323 
41,648 
38,249 
47,004 
6,960 
135,067 
284,400 
33,462 
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CHOICE HOTELS INTERNATIONAL, INC. AND SUBSIDIARIES 
CONSOLIDATIW STATEMENTS OF CASH FLOWS 
206' 
(In 1!l6tlSll,nds) 
CASH FLOWS FROM OPERATING ACTIVITIES 
Netineome $ 9!l.2SO $ 100,211 $ 111,301 
Adjustment'! to recondle net income to Ilet cash provided by operating activities: 
aud ~morti:zalion 8,336 8,184 8,637 
Provision fur bad debts 2,578 9,433 905 
Non -<:ash stock compensaliOllllnd other charges 13,76] 10,914 11,124 
Non~h interesl and loss (S,403) 9,300 29 
Dividends received from investments 1,337 1,180 1,245 
Equity in (1,113) (1,0414) (1,230) 
Cbanges in assets and liabililies, net 
Receivables (796) (4,358) 1,056 
Receivable--mllrketing aud reservation feeil. net (12,232) (7,578) 11,997 
Accounts payable (8,279) (13,138) 13,053 
Accrued expenses (l,l89) (3,206) (5,480) 
Income !aXes payable/receivable 8,163 (1,870) 
Deferred income taxes 5,553 3,073 
Deferred reveuue 4,650 (1,549) 1,493 
Other assels 3,041 (1,046) (2,554) 
Other !iabil.i!ies (4..341 ) 
Net cuh provided 
CASH FLOWS FROM INVESTING ACTIVITIES 
Investment in property and equipment (1l,135) 02,611) (11,963) 
Acquisiri()1)s, nel of cash acquired (343) 
Purchases ofinvtslmenls, employee benefit plans (3,854) (7,802) (8,686) 
Proceeds from sales of iovestments, benefit plans 13,895 7,819 6,049 
Issuance of notes receivable (1,995) (7,410) (7,395) 
Collections ohotes receiVilble 324 434 1,806 
Olher items, !let 
Net cuh used in investing activities 
CASH FLOWS FROM FINANCING ACTIVITIES 
(100,000) (422) 
to revolving cn:dit facility (6,700) 112,000 100,l99 
Excess tax compensalion 5,834 10,135 6,209 
Purchase of trellSUty slock (59,128) (63,732) (185,935) 
Dividends paid (44,274) (43,142) (40,139) 
Proceeds from exercise of stock options 
Net cash used in financing activities ~95,1l0) 
Net chllnge in cash alld cash equIvalents 10,043 
Effect of roreign elI:cbangc rate changes on cult and cash equivalents 493 
Caslt and cash equlvalents!lr beginning of period 
Casb and Cllsh equivalents at end of period 
Supplemental disclosure of cash flow Information: 
Cash payments during for: 
Income !aXes, net S 34.213 $ 45,808 S 68,969 
Interest S 5,008 S 1I ,378 $ 14,031 
No:n-casll financing attlvities: 
Declaration of dividends $ 44,059 $ 43,810 $ 40,726 
lssuance of restricted share;; of common siock S 7,J50 $ 9.482 $ 6,343 
Issuance vesled restricted stock llnits $ 462 
[ssUAI)ce stock to employee stock purohase plan $ 622 $ 547 $ 604 
The accompanying notes are an Integral pm of these cons<>lidaled financial stalements. 
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Tllble of Contcnu 
CHOICE HOTELS INTERNATIONAL, INC. AND SUBSIDIARlES 
CONSOLlDATED STATEM£NTS OF SRAREHOLDERS' DEFfCIT AND COMPREHENSIVE lNCOME 
On thousands., excepr shue amounts) 
Cammon Common ACCllffilil.1OO 
Staek· Stack - Additional Olner 
SlIJlr", Paid-il1- Compreb"".ive Treuury C()m~r.lle"sl\l~ Reoi,,"" 
Income Total 
Bal.,,<o II< o{~mber 31. 2006 $ (62,380) 
ComprcllCllsive income 
Net InwlnC S 111.301 111,301 111,301 
Other comprthms;v" i!loom<:. nel of Ia~: 
Amorti""llon o(pe""IDn relaled ('<>SIS. nel of 
!.It .. 
!'rio. ""'Met co3{' 27 27 
A<:wmalloss 31 37 
Net peMion wrtfiilmenl and rem""'u.n:menl., 
ndofLaX 158 1511 
ACIU;lrial peosion loss:, ner ofmx (319) (319) 
F orei go ClIITency 1('aIlSiaiiOllMjWllmenl.< 682 682 
Amm'!i2lllion of de!"emod pin on bedS., net or 
1.aXe$ (67) 
Other compreh .... sive income I.IIB 
Comprehensiv" income 
Eltettise of ,lock optiollS 565.261 6 20297 9,508 1I,81l 
ISS1Ian.e and CMcenotion of I'<:Slriclcd slOek 113,684 (4,9(8) 4,9fI1 
Stock cOl)lpen$lllioo rebi.ed 10 stock oplioo$ 3,:318 3,378 
Amoltizlllioo of deftm:tl compensa.ion '''laled t.,) 
~Iri.led $lode gr'IIllt'i ud I"VRSU 6,864 
Dividends declMCd (40.726) (40,726) 
Tneaswy pllrchases (4,959.l78) (50) (185,818) (185,868) 
Iss""oce of tre:1SUry shares 16,559 &04 604 
Cumulative ""poet of the adoption of FIN 48 
8m""ce as of Oecember 31,2007 ,$ 
Comprebrosivc income 
Net income 100.2\1 100.211 100,211 
Olhereomprchens:jve 1_. net OIW: 
Amortiza.ion of pension nelaled """IS. nelof 
tal< 
Prior service ",<13 26 26 
Aeru.rial loss 68 68 
PellSion rem""sorcment. net of LaX (1,0i!2) (1.082) 
AelU3ri&1 pen,ion gain. net (}IWl: 829 829 
foreisn <:\!!Teney tta.ll$la,ion adjllslmenls (3,637) 0,637) 
Amortiza.ion of de fe mod gain on bedge, net of 
taxes (22) 
Oth<r Mmpr<:hensive loss (3,818) 
Comprehensive l!lOOme 
Exercise or Slock op.iollS 92~.~l7 9 (267) 19,419 19,161 
ISSUMce of restricted stock 283.148 3 (9.482) 9,419 
Cancella.'OIl of restrieted slOC!: ($4,942) (I) 2,866 (2.865) 
SIOei: wmp."SlIlion rdalod II) $lock options 3,426 3.416 
Amortiza,;on of dderred oompen,ation relaled 10 
restrl<:led Slack gr. ...... and PVRSU 1.355 1,355 
D'vidends do::l!lled (43,810) (43,SIO) 
T"",rul)'p"",b~ (2,529,731 ) (25) (63,656) (63,68 I) 
IssUllnee oflreasul)' ,h.res 547 
B.lance lIS of Decembe, 31, 2008 
Comprehensive l11C"nlDt 
Net inc<lIlI' 93,251) 93,250 98,2S0 
Q,b<r comprohenslve Inume, net <>f tu: 
Amortlzatlo" of pell."''' !:'4'Loled eo.u, net of 
tax 
Prior ..,rvict co,l, 144 144 
Not p~lIsl"lI ... !1:l(lllmelll and 
remoa,ur.menl, Bet or lu 
Acruorl.l pension go In, "., ar tal' 
I'o...,ign <11''''Rey tnnslorlon adjustments 
Other ~mpreb.o<i"e in."",. 
C<llIlp .... hellSilr. bleom. 
£ .. rd •• of.toel< "ptiOI!! 
(nuance of restricted st .. "k and PVRSU 
C"n«!!ali<lll of "",rrkled .toek 
Srock "omp ..... do" ... IMet:! to stlK\( oplil>lI$ 
Amo(1it.allo" or d~r.rred ""lnpt:o •• l:ion related 
M .estricted slool< grants and PVRSU 
OIv1demls de<'llirro 
T .. asury pur.ha."" 
h,u"nc-c of tr ... ury .ltll", 
Ilalan. a$ of D ••• mber 31.1009 
164,61l 
2lI1,a89 
(43,408) 
(2,188.888) 
8 
J 
(l) 
(ll) 
(l,106) 
(1.612) 
l,Jl6 
1,811 
6,155 
17,090 
7,609 
(1,335) 
(59,101) 
The accompanying notes an; an integral part of these consolidated fillancial sl.8temenlS. 
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1,283 
165 
I,m 
16S 
1,113 
14,9!n 
2,817 
6,155 
(44,1l'S9) (44,OS'!) 
(59,124) 
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2009 Live Nation Entertainment, Inc. Financial Statements 
T!lblc of Coni en I! 
CONSOLmATED BALANCE SHEETS 
ASSETS 
Current asselS 
Cash and cash equivalents 
Accounts receivable, less allowance of$!!,230 If! 2009 and $1{),376 in 2008 
expenses 
CUTTellt assets 
Total CUlTent assets 
Property, pliint and equipment 
Land, buildings and improvements 
Furniture and olher equipment 
Construction in progress 
Les.s a.ccumulaled depreciation 
Intangible assets 
Intangible asselS-nel 
Goodwill 
Other long-term assets 
NOles receivable, less allowance of$615 in 2009 and $562 in 2008 
Investments in nooconsolidated affiliates 
Other long-term assets 
Totlll assets 
LIABiLITIES AND STOCKHOLDERS' EQUITY 
Current liabilities 
Accounts payable 
Accrued expenses 
Deferred revenue 
Currenl ponioll oflong-Ierm debt 
Other current liabilities 
Total corrent liabilities 
Long·term debt, net of discount 
Other long·term liabilities 
Series A and Series B redeemable preferred stock 
Commitments nod contingent liabililies (Note 1 I) 
Stockholders' 
S\OCK--:senle$ A JUllior Participating, S.O I par value; 20,000,000 shares authorized; 00 shares issued and 
outslallding 
Preferred stock, S.OI par value; 30,000,000 shares authorized; no shares issued and oulSl.tlnding 
Common Slock, $.01 par value; 450,000,000 shares authorized; 86,708,621 and 79,523,100 sh.ares issued and ol.llslandiog 
if! 2009 and 2008, respectively 
Additional paid-in capital 
Accumulated deficit 
Cost of shares held in treasury and 505,811 shares in 2009 and 2008, respectively) 
Accumulated olher income (loss) 
Total LIve Nation Entertainment, Inc. stockholders' equity 
Noncontrolling interests 
Total stockl:H1lders' equity 
Totall1l1bUlties lind stockbolders' equity 
See NOleS to Consolidated Financial Statements 
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:& 236,955 
$ 
176,179 
277,599 
717,866 
875,958 
2&8,631 
1,181.987 
470,889 
204.672 
206 
2,077 
50,844 
357,138 
284,536 
41,032 
752,234 
699,037 
125,047 
40,000 
860 
1,090,572 
(433,785) 
(9,529) 
652,317 
S 199,660 
$ 
217,286 
194.355 
990,433 
260,524 
514,469 
205,296 
672 
18,519 
53,563 
37&,992 
225,664 
48,637 
771,237 
775,4&3 
146,360 
40,000 
Table of Conjenls 
CONSOLIDATED STATEMENTS OF OPERATIONS 
2009 
(In IbOUs.Illlds e,x<"pl.bo~ 3"d per ,h.", dob) 
$ 4,181,021 $ 4,085,306 $ 3,635,389 
expenses 
impairment 
on sale of operating assets 
Corporate expe nsea 
Acquisition transaclioo expenses 
Interest c1i:peIlse 
Interest income 
income (lo.s) 
Eqwty in (earnings) losses ofnnnc0ll501idat.ed affiliates 
Oilier expeose (income)-net 
Lo<>s from continuing operations before income taxes 
Income tax expense (benefit): 
Current 
Deferred 
Loss from """m,""u15 
Income from dlSCOfilun,ueCl up<;"u.uu>,llet of tax 
Net loss 
Net income attributable to noncontrolling interests 
Nel loss attribuUlble to Live Nation Entertainment, Inc. 
Basic and diluted net income (loss) per commOn share att:ributable 10 common stockholders: 
loss from continuing operations aflributable to Live 
Nation Entertainment, Illc. 
Income from disc<lntlnued operations attributable to Live 
Nation Ellterulrnmel'lt, lllc. 
Net loss attributable to Live Nation Entertainment, Inc. 
Weigbted average common shares outstanding: 
Basic 
Diluted 
Sce Notes to Consolidated Financial Statements 
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$ 
3,357,245 
618,980 
1511,11 S 
9,085 
(2,983) 
56,889 
19,584 
(1.65) $ 
82,652,366 
82,652,366 
3,299,444 
619,585 
140,039 
269,902 
1,13\ 
52,498 
10,104 
(8,575) 
(842) 
(28,355) 
(4.39) $ 
76,228,275 
76,228,275 
2,943,311 
553,259 
107,428 
(20,735) 
45,854 
6,272 
64,297 
( 12,(15) 
7,737 
680 
(1.02) 
68,440,582 
68,440,582 
T1\ble of CQntcnts 
CONSOLIDATED STATEMENTS OF COMPREHENSIVE INCOME (LOSS) 
Net loss 
Other comprenensive income (loss), nel of lax: 
Unrealized and re<!1i-zed holding gain (loss) on casb flow hedges 
Foreign currency iranslation adjuslrnen!s 
Comprehensive income (loss) 
Comprenensive income altnoutable 10 noncontrolling interests 
Comprehensive ineome (loss) attributable to Live Nation Entertainment, Inc. 
See Notes to Consolidated Financial Statements 
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$ (49.134) 
3,906 
(40,506) 
2007 
(in 111<>11.0.1105) 
$ (237,825) $ 
(9,094) (I ,888) 
41.697 
(306,989) 32,489 
Table of ConI ellIs 
CONSOLIDATED STATEMENTS OF CHANGES IN STOCKHOLDERS' EQUITY 
Ac."","I~!.d 
c .. ,I .. r Other 
Cornn"", Addltll>oai Shores Coml'relleDsivt' Comprehe"sl.e 
Sllores Commoo Pakl·ln Accumulated Held." IOt;j)rne NOllconll:<llllll& I O!:<l me 
neflcit T .... 'ury I,uered. Total 
Balli!l(llS ~t D_mlll'r 31. 
2006 672 S 7S7,141!. $ 19.005) $ (21.472) S :M.J26 S n,SS8 S 714.827 
Noo-cosb compc:n.;1ltion 93,000 1 !6.975 16,916 
CDml'OOfl sh""" """cd wr 
bU$illc'lI$ lICquisilioos 6,450,722 64 139.725 21,&84 161,673 
Common .bate; iswcd for 
ol"'ra.ional ronITDC!.S 1,1 14:m 12 26,400 26.412 
Purchase of 1..,.'<)mmOD ihares (412) (412) 
AdjUStmtnt 10 inioally ""ply 
PSI' AI'S 14.1, o:odified 
in ASC Topic 470, for 
convertible deb, (Note 7) 7Il,5S9 10,559 
Acquisil:iollS (12,IOS) (l2,HlS) 
CDsb dividends (4,424) (4,424) 
Divestitures (12,927) (12.\lTI) 
Other J,148 3,148 
Comprehensive income 
(loss): 
Nel ineolm (I05S) (15,189) 7,869 (7,320) (7,320) 
Unrealized loss IltI easb 
How dcriva~vH (1.~37) (1.)37) (l,n7) 
Realized goin 00 cash 
now derivatives (351) (3SI) (HI) 
C\lm:ncy iranshi!ion 
.djusollenl 41,697 41.697 
TOlal eompl"1::ben.ive income 
(loss) S 
81I1,,"(;U 1it D_lnber 31, 
lOO7 $ 
Non..:.sh COI1)""",3!;00 1,303.899 D 21,510 810 23,333 
CQmmon Shard issued for 
opentiOfll! I conlr.lC1S 1,331,820 n 44,232 44,255 
!'urena'l< of common sbares, (2&,710) (28.710) 
Sal< of romm"" sh""", (14.585) 20,039 5,454 
Acquisitions ',541 5.$47 
Cash dividends (3,042) (3,642) 
N« ad",,,,,.,. &,847 8,847 
Divestirures (648) (648) 
Odl<!r (617) (617) 
Comprehensiv~ i"""ro' 
(Joss): 
1'1,,' income (loss) (239,412) 1.587 (237,&25) (237,825) 
Unrealized los> On cull 
flow derivatives (10,900) {I 0,900) (10,900) 
RtllliU<i loss on cash 
(low den".I;v"," 1,806 1,806 1,806 
Currency traGsl";on 
adjustment (OO,(70) (60,O70) 
TOIal """'I'r<:hensiv. income 
(loss) 
lJala.l1<"S ,,{ Deumbtr 31, 
1008 
Non-<.sh romp':"'''';'''' 1,481,1'48 15 32,271 32.346 
Ptlrelw;t or common shares (S,8OJ) (5.1103) 
Sale of C<lmrnon shares (2,596) 4.J55 1,759 
AC"quisitions (2,667) (220) 3,876 989 
Cash di videruls (7.006) (1,006) 
Other 
Comprehensive income 
(loss): 
N <l income (l08s) 
Un,,,,,liud loss 00 =h 
lIow deri .... liv..s 
R.,.li:z.d Joss 011 cash 
flow de";""lives 
Currell<)' (Yanslii,ioll 
adjustment 
Total compn:no:nsive income 
(loss) 
Sal"IIU$ AI D¢<;."'~r 31, 
1009 
(60,179) 
9,255 
5,l22 
See NOles to Consolidnled Financial Statemenls 
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19 19 
10.445 (49.734) (49.734) 
(5,349) (5.349) 
9,255 9,255 
5.322 5.322 
Table of Conlents 
CONSOLIDATED STATEMENTS OF CASH FLOWS 
100'1 
(in Iho .... ""d.) 
CASH FLOWS FROM OPERATING ACTIVITIES 
Net loss $ (49,734) $ (237,825) $ (7,320) 
items: 
98,108 86,059 85.1148 
Amorti]:lltion o(intangibles 64,586 62,163 34,980 
Goodwill impairment 9,085 282,939 
Impairment of operational assets 16,0)5 
Deferred income tax cJ<pense (benetii) (8,698) &,132 7,649 
Amortization of debt issuance COSIs 4,224 3,616 1,935 
Amortization of deb! discount 8,811 7,995 3,413 
Non-casb compensation expense 16,675 34,556 29,191 
Gain 011 SJlle of operating asselS (64)37) (165,448) (51,226) 
Gaill Oil sale of other investments (64) 
Equity in earnings ofnonconsoHdated afliliales (3,1l7) (720) (4,806) 
Changes ill operating assets and liabilities, nel of effects of acquisitions and 
Decrease in accounlS receivablc 34,485 2,130 3,827 
Increase expenses (57,918) (25,603) (51,554) 
IncrellSe in oilier assets (2,778) (107,376) (50,951) 
Increase in accounts accrued expenses and other (58,270) 17,481 
Increase in deferred revenue 
Net cash provided by (used in) operating activities 57.275 
CASH FLOWS fROM JNVESTlNG ACTIVITIES 
Collections of notes receivable 695 334 1,910 
Advances to notes receivable (555) (879) 
Distributions trom nODconsoljdatcd affiliates 5,134 7,269 16,195 
Investments made innonconsolidated affiliates (821) (250) (5.261) 
Proceeds from disposal of olher investments 3,616 
Purchases of property, plant and equipment (64,267) (186,217) (105,360) 
Proceeds (rom disposal of operating asselS, net of clISh divested 174,321 198,665 132,106 
Casf! paid for llCquisitions, IIct of cash acquired (17,099) (19,657) ( 124,285) 
Purchases of i ntaogible assets (27,863) (65,460) (47,568) 
Decrease (increase) in olher-net ~I,577) 
Net cash provided by (used in) investing activities 70,0&9 (66,893) (l29.570) 
CASH FLOWS FROM FlNANCING ACTIVITIES 
Proceeds from long-term debt, net of debt issuance costs 602,741 420,327 399,781 
Payments on long-term debt (105,795) (369,610) (285,635) 
Contributions from nODcontrolling interest parmers 13 8,841 
Distributions to nonconrrolling interest panners (7,006) (3M2) (4,424) 
Proceeds from exorcise of slock options 636 466 
Issuance of treasury sto<:k 1,553 5,454 
issuance costs (2,667) 
for purchases of COI11rJlOI1 stock 
Net casb pTOvided by (used in) financing activilies 
Effect of exchange rate changes on cash and cash equivalents 
Net increase (decrease) in cash and cash equivalents 
Cash lind cash equivalents at beginning of period 
Casb and cash at end of period 
SUPPLEMENTAL DISCLOSURE 
Casb paid during Ihe year for: 
interest $ 51,730 $ 59.270 $ 57,596 
Income taxes S 34,753 $ 23,150 1: 20,683 
See Notes to Consolidated Financial Statements 
13 
The products Hotds are strong ut;,;; .... au;)" company offers 11 
brands different segments. Diversified and well-know products Choice Hotels a 
strong position the lodging It covers the traveler, 
visitor, extended and upscale guests. Especially the Comfort Inn is one of the 
largest limited-service brands; it 1,985 properties. most of are mid-
budget Until 2005, the launched an Cambria and 
a membership hotel, Ascend "-'UUv'_U~'U sequentially, but insufficient products pull down 
the company's score (Choice International, Inc., 2010a). 
placement of is the ""'"":uI..\;",;)L because its Of(}OU!cts are 
in eight U.S. and one Canadian n .. ",,,,,, .. " ....... rl', .. " are in the 
located 
Coast 
Hotels Corp., Nevertheless, Choice Hotels ""'~' .. .,.r."'C! 49 states and over 
30 including Japan, Ireland, United Canada, 
Australasia, Mexico BraziL The hotel distribution is strong within lodging 
._" ... 11 ....... Hotels International, lOa). 
Live holds a as the seHer. It nearly 
22,000 concerts in during 2009 has one of the 
promoters in the world, with OIIllces in 28 cities in North America and a countries 
worldwide. online distribution ~:...!.!.!..~==~= company to .... "'IJ4ILlJL .... 
H, .. n",.", and other properties drove over 70 visitors 
2009 (Live Entertainment, 201 
36 
Promotion 
the nt'r.1'YlIf\Tln,n aspect, Nation has a 
extensive relationship with over 800 sponsors in 2009. It 
position u"' ... 'uu" .... the 
the 
(\tnn<:lni'l/ has an 
national 
and global u."" ...... '" such as Blackberry and Citi. -'-'''',a ..... ''' the company launched "No Service Fee 
promotion to attract more customers. Nation keeps in 
from $ 1 million in 2007 to $ 188.8 mimon in 2009. It did not cut costs the recession 
Nation Entertainment, [ne., 201O).The Red Hotels HJ"-'L,"","",,",U the advertising expense 
as the company approximately $1.4 HJ.iJ.ViJ., $2.0 million $2.1 million 
2007 to 2009, respectively is engage in promoting its customer services brand 
consistency. However, brand recognized in Western so the promotion is 
not compared to other rivals Hotels 2010a). 
Although Choice Hotel aec,reasea $ 9.lmiUion on its "'1"1"''''''''', costs, company still 
has a moderately "'",,'J";;;' position in the promotion a.;)1.J .......... It operates a loyalty program 
Choice can earn points from staying Choice brand properties and 
from company's such major and Wal-Mart (Choice 
International, Inc., 201 It is a valuable marketing tool to both the company and 
However, program is not the soundest <.UlJlVUl". the competitors. 
hotels International has best standing pricing. Its without & 
hotels generated $ 41 of RevPAR and a 53.5% occupancy and with full service 
", ... .., .... ,,''-' hotels $ 31.63 of RevP AR and a % of occupancy. During the economic 
downturn, low-cost have iT"''''''''''''''' competitive customers' 
Comfort Inn, Suburban Extended Econo '-'v, ...... '" and Rodeway Inn are affordable lodging 
those price-oriented (Choice Hotels 2010a). 
Red Lion has a moderate position. The mjd~pricing generated $ 45.37 of 
RevPAR and 55.7 % an average occupancy. However, the of and group 
revenues shows that the has to . its (Red Lion Hotels Corp., 201Oa). In 
period of 2007 to 2009, its North American Music and International Music revenue increased 
from $3.6 billion to $4.0 billion and a compound annual growth rate of 6%. the 
company has ",,,,+ ... ,,,<,',,,.0< relationships with so it ability to 
grossing acts and the desire acts, such as tours ofU2 Madonna. However, 
Nation has some controversial pricing such as extra service charges. 
is a moderate 
• Managerial 
position (Live Nation Entertainment, Inc., 2010). 
its 
for 
37 
Score: 1 (weak)to 5(strong) 
In the Choice Hotel and Nation are moderately Both 
the companies are international company and expand their companies through a horizontal 
acquisition. 
,,,,,u.,,,,,,,,", a with Manor Care, Inc., a healthcare company in 1980 
and of Hotels, the Econo Lodge Friendship Inn Choice 
Hotels Suburban Extended Stay Hotel sequentially (Choice International, 
1a~2011 11c). one largest hotel Choice Hotels a 
moderately organizational structure. 2008, Stephen was promoted to President 
Chief Officer, Chuck Ledsinger. Besides, company is clear to divide 
each position. For example, David Pepper is SVP global development Mark Pearce is 
SVP in charge division> Oliver is VP in development 
and Brian Parker is 
Inc.201la). 
in charge of and new business development (Hoover's, 
Live Nation has a moderately strong organizational structure. was 
spin-off Clear ...... u, .. uu ..... in 2005 and oec:an:le a publicly company. Nation 
fonned through acquisitions of various entertainment business assets by its predecessors 
as Entertainment San Auditorium to fill its 
In early 0, Nation ,",,,n-,,,,,,,''''' a with Ticketmaster Nation Entertainment, 
Inc., 10). Currently, Michael Rapino is President, and Chief Executive and 
Arthur is CEO of touring and Chairman of music, Jason 
global music. Hopmans is acquisitions and Nathan 
Hubbard is CEO of ticketing, Thomas Johansson is Chairman of International music Alan 
is of International music. The organizational structure is complete and 
complicated because of acquisitions (Hoover's, Inc., 2011e). 
Generally, Lion Hotels has a organizational eompanywas 
established in 1976 and an over 30 years experience in the field. company a rapid 
39 
growth under former Chief CX,eCUltl Officers Donald Barbieri Arthur s leadership. 
In 2008, Anupam took over President 
with his 
position Mr. Coffey; however, 
the stockholders were not tenure was 
terminated in 2010. Currently, company is .LJu .... ",,"'u. The company appointed 
lopmelllt and oversees the u ..... ", • ., •• l1"'''' Carlson as Vice president 
business. TicketsWest is primarily managed Jack (Red Lion Corp.,2010a). 
In physical aspect, Nation has a moderately strong As an 
company, updating and "'-'j'-'-.1l1~ systems. 
company an charge $8.9 million "''''1'''~''''U. two two clubs 
North American and $0.7 million related to a ordinance of an oversea theater 
development project. it has ability to provide well-maintained venues facilities to meet 
current need (Live Entertainment, Inc., 2010). In addition, Hotels 
and Hotels both hold a moderate position; both companies renovated their properties 
in 2009. Lion Hotel """"'''''>r! $16.4 million expense on maintenance, technology 
improvement project. Moreover, Choice its hotels utilizing 
the ..... U1U"'''' hotels under constructions, awaiting or approved 
strong Dl8uorm for continued growth. The company terminated some 
development as a 
....... "n" .... agreements 
the hotel condition did not meet its brand standards Hotels International, Inc., 
2010a; Hotels 2010a). 
In the partnership Red Lion has a weaker relationship with in terms 
and the quantity. However, Hotels advantage partnership to expand its 
international business. the entered a partnership Vessel Co., to 
the brand in the Chugoku, Shikoku, Kyushu and Okinawa districts of Japan during 
1 997(Choice Hotels 
u'-'~"' ..... '''' loyal customers 
competition, Live Nation 
with over 800 "' ....... fAA .... ''''. 
11 b). Besides, 
advantage of 
(Live Nation 
helps the 
the 
company's partner are renowned global brands, for instance~ 
The company has a 
2010).Most of the 
company alliance with 
Preferred Guest 
partnership capitalized on 
20lla). 
Nation a 
www.livenation.comis the 
to offer music experience. 
marketing Ul<llUCtrnllS (Live Nation Entertainment, 
advantage in the '-_U.U'VA u.:>LJ" .... '. Its primary 
e-comrnerce next to Amazon 
40 
to 
With the state-of·the-art technology, Live Nation % of tickets online and drove 
over 70 million to and online 2009 (Live Nation 
2010; 2011b). '-''''Jl ...... a the 
Sunburst central reservation """,,,rpm is the industry's marketing and reservation 
and it generated of its gross room revenue. Additionally, its reservation '''''''irp",.. 
provides best internet rate b~'~~U'~'~ and no booking 
reservation made online 
moderate 
technology such as 
media to promote 
enough to 
2004b). 
Hotel International, 
has its unique 
the entertainment 
however, its competitive 
the advanced 
and cancellation penalties for 
2011d). Last, Red Hotels 
reservation system, 
utilization of social 
of technology is not 
market (Red Lion 
41 
In Resource Choice has the Slf()nli:[eSI advantage. 
a good relationship with employees. None of ,,",U'V",,''''' Hotels' 
company 
are rerlre~)en(ea by 
unions or covered by .... VJ.Jv ... ·~l 
2010a). Live Nation has a 
bargaining 
strong 
(Choice Hotels International, Inc., 
considers its employees as 
valuable assets and U~,"'UU ....... .u.l'" a good relationship; however, stagehands at some 
of its venues and other nlf'l.'\Ip.,,,<:, are subject to collective I'>~>HU"F> agreements. Besides, 
union agreements typically have a of three and it regularly thus company 
to the company has to with some and disputes. it is 
(Live Nation Entertainment, Hotels also with some settlement of 
labor disputes 
2010). Red 
resulted a reduction in work force in 2009; 
will face some challenges to talented 
Hotels is in a moderately weak position (Red Hotels Corp., Oa). 
the innovation aspect, Choice Hotels has an innovation 
industry In the company developed the and rp"...,.....,,;< 
Sunburst. year, was the hotel chain to ,. ... hN'\.t'I""-.o a mandatory program 
of nonsmoking rooms in worldwide properties (Choice Hotels Inc., 2011a). In 
1995, it launches com, the first website in the mdustry to offer real-time 
access to a central rpr;:p,....,,,,n (Choice International, Inc., 2011b). 2009, the 
company launched the industry's first iPhone application and quickly becomes one of 
"""v .... · .... Hotels International, Inc., 11 c). It gives the most downloaded travel applications 
cornp<my a strongest advantage innovation. 
position. 
innovative. 
Red 
company follows industry's 
a leading company in the entertainment u" ...... "'u 
Hotel has a 
needs so it is not 
Live Nation a strong 
n"''',f1l1.C'T mnovation. The company 
cup,",,,,',, Ticketmaster has product 
oro[!:ram (Au It, 2004). 
aspect, both of Red Lion 
concerts for its 
~"'~'''~.[',~ and ticket 
Nation a moderate 
42 
Hotels, it was awarded for best customer ,pr"u,,"." by Market Metrix 
the 
in 2006 and 2009 (Red Lion Hotels 
comes from word of mouth, it 
it is moderate. Live Nation is the largest ticket 
the company is dealing with some 
UPS ticket delivery 
un!""" resale 
Choice has a 
IS Training Magazine to its Top 125 list. It was 
training and development fourth year in a row 
2011 
Oc). However, most of 
parties' recognition; 
promoters of live entertainment 
proceedings including not 
by Trade Commission of 
Entertainment, Inc., 2010). 
v~~."t<lh",n The~A.~n<'n" 
International, Inc., 
• Financial 
.:. Note: The Jn1t}nnI11Um and statistics were taken from Choice Hotels International, Inc .. JO-K 
(he fiscal year ended 2009; Lion Hotels Corporation, Form 1 O-K Report 
for the fiscal year ended December 3], 2009; Live Nation Entertainment, Inc .. 
for the fiscal year ended December 31, 2009. 
Total revenue 
(Million) 
Net Income $(6.65)M 2 $98.25M 4 
1 3 3 
Quick Ratio 0.80 3 0.83 3 0.54 
OCF to Current 66.7% 3 84% 4 
Liabilities 
Debt-equity 1.00 3 0.62 4 
Ratio 
LTD to Total 46.9% 3 24% 4 56.39% 
Capitalization 
2%) 2 1 
Operating (1.90%) 2 2625% (2.13%) 
Efficiency 
ROA (1.82%) 2 29.4% 4 (2.16%) 
Total 
4 
2 
2 
2 
2 
1 
1 
r""''''\.1 ....... u,,'''' to the financial comparison, ~"~L~'~ a strong position; on the other 
hand, Lion Hotels and Live Nation position at a lower level in the financial aspect In 2009, 
MViLVL""'-'~ the most revenue $4) 8 1.02 million. '-''-''''1-''''''''''',", to the previous year, the 
2 revenue were primarily due to Music and Ticketing 
to offset a decrease in the North Yn"''''f''~IM Music u'-'E,~n'iA>. The impact of its 
2009 is another factor of the increased revenue 
operating expense; therefore, a million was reported to Live 
Nation Entertainment, Inc., 2010). 
Choice Hotel holds a moderate "rn,,,,,,1'''' 
{"runn,,,,,, ITPT"P,""'TPrt $ 564.18 million from the royalty 
financial perfonnance. The 
fees,procurement 
marketing and reservation and hotel operation. 
a $98.25 of net income. It is a 
Hotels International, Inc., 201 Oa). However, 
holds a moderately strong 
at a 
million in 2009. A decreased 
a good fInancial management 
the negative economic condition 
to other rivals in the industry, 
hne perfonnance. 
The company 
revenue was affected 
Therefore, it recorded a loss $6.65 ....... v. in the end of2009. Although the 
it was not effective (Red Lion - .... , .. v' ... uJ implemented cost controls throughout 
2010a). 
on the liquidity ratios, Red Lion 
than Live Nation. Liquidity 
'-''''' ... M .... '''> ..... to creditors. The most important 
can converted to cash. Red Lion 
,-,uv,,-,,, Hotels both have a better 
ability to meet shot-tenn 
ratio, it represents the asset 
Hotels (0.97) have a 
45 
moderate that it to industry 1.2 (Andrew, et aI., 2007; Hotels 
Oa; Red Corp.,2010a). 
While 
that Choice 
<UHAHE> the number of operating cash to current liabilities ratio, it indicates 
flow (84%) (Choice International, 201Oa). 
flow an m a cmnp,aIn operation. Insufficient could ultimately lead to 
restructuring of a company by selling assets or hinder a company from future investment. 
measure a company's to meet I'LT&' .......... obligations. Some level 
of 
Solvency 
company's structure lower a cornp~my u"'~"";."' .... returns to 
equity. a higher debt increases the risk of and results in higher 
borrowing cost to creditors (Andrew) et aI., 2007). the debt-equity ratio, Nation has a 
worse It indicates for $1.00 of net the company owed $ 2.33 
because of the acquisition. It causes the company being underleveraged. Besides, the long-term 
to total capitalization ratio shows the company a higher 
Red (46.9%) and '-'U,JJ"' .... Hotel (24%). Therefore, 
56.39 %, compared to 
a moderately 
position in debt financing, Red 
strong (Choice Hotels International, 
positions in middle and Hotels is moderately 
2010a; Live Nation Entertainment, Inc., 2010; Red 
Lion Hotels lOa). 
Profit indicates percentage can cover operating 
expenditures. Choice has higher profit margin (17.41 %), it shows combination 
product with a lower product cost. In cost higher profit margin can 
show that this V'VA' .. V" .... vJ has a in product costs, In addition, operating 
efficiency 
overhead. In 
has strength in controlling operating costs, as administrative 
a negative operating profit could an indicator declining 
control over r. ... "',."' .. as Lion and Live '''''''''H a lower profitability within 
the marketplace. ROA measures the return earning by a on its assets. Choice Hotel 
the highest ratio which represents more profits are ,",_.,,_.,~.~~ by assets than other 
competitors (Choice Hotels International, Inc., 2010a; Entertainment, Inc., 2010; 
Red Lion Hotels Corp., 201 
To sum 
liquidity and J..u;;,UVJ. 
acquisitions strategy 
Hotels holds a 
advantage, it will hinder 
• Overall 
Overall, in malrK(~tIrllg 
has a strongest position; '-'H,VL" .... 
n"I'R"'~'" Red Lion 
aspect, Choice 
Red Lion Hotel recorded a 
2010a). 
the strongest VU~'UH.'H 
Nation 
have a great impact on 
position among the 
Hotels' future expansions. 
peltOIm,mce, a 
2009, the .... VJ..LlJJ'UL 
.......... IAVJ.' .... results. Moreover, Red 
Without a sOlmd financial 
Score: 1 (weak) to 5(strong) 
<L"JJ'''''''''''. Live Nation is 
,..",,",VPI"I next and has a 
and 
a weak 
outstandingly and is 
competitors. In 
Although, 
million; it is better than Live Nation (Red Lion Hotels 
on the analysis and competitive analysis, I think Red Hotel the 
following four core competencies: 
Strong proprietary brand and operating 
Consistent emphasis on customer services 
Valued hotel facilities 
U","'L.t':Ll senior management leam 
While comparing company lodging industry, Red Hotels does not any 
distinctive competency that perfonns than its (Red Lion Corp.,2010a). a 
regional hotelier, Red Hotels numerous competitors have distinctive 
competencies. Particularly, the domestic leading company, Marriott International, Inc. is an 
elephant room that cannot ignore. 
Marriott International, Inc. is a worldwide operator and IT'.>","""', hotels and 
lodging facilities. The company operates business segments including North American 
fun-service lodging, American limited-service lodging, international luxury 
and segments. In the end of 2009, operates or 
lodging .... ,.,.,,,,, ... "'1'. worldwide, with 1 rooms holds 9 % share in US hotel 
market (Datamonitor, 20lOc; Marriott International, Inc., 2010). 
Its North American full~service segment properties located us 
Canada Hotels Resorts, "''''I ........ ''' ......... Those are 
the top competitors Red Lion up-scale full service properties. Marriott's 
limited-service lodging brands as Courtyard and Inn & Suites, Suites 
are with Hotels the mid~scale limited (Marriott 
International, Inc., 2010). 
48 
brand diversified brand portfolio, global presence, 
approved customer services and .. _ .• _,m..,:" .. t!'\"'t'lT team give Marriott an over its 
competitors the lodging ll.lU. ... " .. 'j' (Datamonitof, 20 1 Dc). 
competencies, it is to compete with 
though, Red 
lodging giant 
Hotels 
International, Inc. As a result, 
market. 
Lion Hotel lacks of UL,,"U'\.'U competencies in the lodging 
r think the overall <:l'f .. '~T ... ,rYl'" position 
not a 
lodging industry is in a mature is crowded with 
International, Hilton Worldwide, and 
competition m a foom war and a high demand 
increase estate prices (Dlltmnolm 2010c). It has a 
Hotel is tenable, uv .. ,au.)v it is 
pervlOus 
major players 
The 
Marriott 
Hotel Group. The MYI"'''''''' 
property space ...., .... I.4>u .• /; 
impact on Red 
expanSlOn 
advantage. 
and will hinder the con1pani growth it not have a competitive 
In 2009, company 
room $ 
an occupancy rate 
during 
the revenue 
Besides, the didn't 
have a fluctuation between 2008 2009. The company generated revenues within its 
controL the acquisition of Hotels and Red Hotels, Red Lion 
expanded share and Op(=raIJOrtS on the Western successfully. I 
experienced OPt~ra{lOn and the property assets provide a 
is able to business. company IS 
Hotels Corp., 2010a). 
foundation for the company 
a tenable position (Red 
it 
Related llurf;;tIIl1al 
GrtHIJIIJ 
St:gflJl!llflllillJl 
RIt/flled /lurjz(JII/III 
.l990s 
Acquired Iltllily bOlels 
.uch !l~ ,'emplin's 
RCJUH'I 
20(17 
OivCSIInl:llI non·core 
hO!(:i.!. 
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Strategic HistorY 
~ 1937-1976: Focused Differentiation Strategy 
Lion Hotels 
Companies (G&B). It was 
was founded 1937 
by Goodale and 
the name vu'uu,cuo;., & 
Barbieri. Although Barbieri 
bought out '""V''' .... '''A'-' in 1959, he did not change the Company's name (Fundinguruverse, 2011). 
and 1976, G&B focused on third.party commercial and residential nrr\n1"rtu 
and real estate development in Spokane, Washington. It started from a 
small local real estate company and segment was local customers who need 
50 
assistances for their housing or properties. Therefore, the Company's products offered a value to 
particular buyers; it is a focused differentiation strategy (Red Lion Hotel Corp., 2011 
» 1970s: Re1ated Horizontal Organic Growth; Segmentation Strategy 
1976, the Company joined forces with Burlington Northern Land Development to 
build the River Inn in Spoken and the business. With the previous 40 years 
experience and its internal the Company expanded its business into hotel 
through the horizontal organic growth. In 1978, Goodale added another 
hotel, Cavanaughs at Columbia ,-,,,,u,", .. in Kennewick, Washington (Fundinguniverse, 2011). 
Besides, G&B Real Estate segment kept operating by organic growth. The new hotel business 
and the initial estate business are in and different customer subsets; 
tl1. ... ,..1"1:",,..,. .... it to the c""", ....... >T\ 
~ 19808: Related Horizontal Organic Growth; Unrelated Horizontal Organic Growth; 
Diversification Strategy 
During 19805, Company kept horizontal organic within the hotel 
UU.",LHV.,,, and real estate It its hotel portfolios Cavanaughs 
51 
Inn at Park Spokane, Cavanaughs at Kalispell Center, Montana and Cavanaughs Motor Inn 
in Moscow, Idaho. The proprietary Cavanaughs brand was establish during time. 
Meanwhile, Goodale & continued its property business built a 
housing project in 1988 (Fundinguniverse, 2011; Lion Hotels Corp., 201 Oa). 
addition, the Goodale & Barbieri was asked by the officials to arrange a tour 
Because the population of ,,., ..... Ir.·1"\ was small and officials did not want to be by 
major entertainment ,",U,.UIJCJt.u Company G&B 
Seat which is a computerized event ticketing business 1987 and it became an alternative to 
Spokane area. The new entertainment business is considered as a Ticketmaster in 
diversification of 
(Fundinguniverse, 201 t). 
-~'-'-''>J and expanded to an business 
>- 1990s: Organic Growth; Acquisition; Equity-Alliance; Related Horizontal Integration; 
Initial Public Offering 
In 1990s, Goodale & a remarkable growth. Besides previous 
growth, the company the acquisition strategy subsequently by equity alliance 
with other hotels. In 1997, Cavanaughs Hospitality Corporation was established and an 
agreement to acquire Westbank Holiday Inn in Idaho Falls. Upon acquisition, the o\Vl1ership 
was 10 <U. .. ''' ..... I5H (Red Lion Hotel Corp., 1997). a of the 
company decided to go public in order to pay certain indebtedness. 
(rpo) was completed Apri11998. It was on 
initial public offering 
(the "NYSE") New York Stock ...... n..~,u. ...... 
under the symbol 
with 
and the Company's hotel portfolio contained 11 full 
located in Washington, and (Red Lion Hotels 
hotels, 
1998b). 
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At same Cavanaughs bolstered entertainment by organic 
The Company launched an Internet ticketing www.TicketsWest.com it 
offered customers to information (Red Lion Corp., 1999c ).Furthermore, the 
'-"v.u.}' .... uJ expanded the Se~!m4em with an acquisition through related horizontal integration of 
Oregon Ticket Company, Inc. It helped to increase the number of Tickets West. com outlets from 
to16 (Red Lion Corp., 1999a). 
the 1999, the Company entered an agreement with WestCoast 
Hotels, to form one hotel company. Through the equity alliance, the Company and 
managed 46 hotels \\lith 8,766 rooms in nine Western States. The transaction not only increased 
properties, but also brought a new franchise revenue stream to the Company. It was a 
development and more powerful than before (Red Lion 
Hotels Corp., 1999b). 
'> 2000s: Organic Growth; Related Acquisition; Franchising; Downscoping Strategy 
After the acquisition, Company its name to WestCoast Hospitality and began 
under the symbol "WEH" (Red Lion Hotel Corp., 2000). Meanwhile, the Company 
sought more management franchising arrangements order to further the company's 
grovvth. Through the related horizontal integration, the Company successfully acquired Red 
Lion Hotels and from Hilton Hotels Corporation 2001 and subsequently in February 2003 
majority ofthe to Red Lion (Red Hotel Corp., 2001; l1a). 
To reflected the the Red Lion brand, WestCoast Hospitality Corporation 
changed name to Lion Hotels Corporation (NYSE: in the end 0[2005. The RLH 
hotel network was comprised 64 hotels located in 11 
more than 11,330 rooms (Red Lion Hotel Corp., 20 II a). 
and one Canadian province, with 
the G & B Real Estate in 2006, so it can 
narrowly focus on core hotel business (Red Lion Hotel Corp., 2006c). Besides, the Company 
implemented a hotel divestment plan through ten of its non-core hotels from 2004 to 2007 
(Red Lion Hotel 201 201Ia). In 2007, Company subleased the Red Lion Hotel 
Sacramento and entered a long-tenn franchise agreement (Red 
the Company entered an agreement to acquire Radisson 
Hotels 2008a). 
>- Present: Broad Differentiation Diversification Strategy 
Currently, Company utiHzes the related honzontal 
Corp., 2008a). Next 
Denver Southeast (Red 
growth strategy hotel 
and entertainment Olli)m(;SS~;S franchising strategy in the hotel franchise business. In the end 
of2009, Red Lion Hotel owned and leased hotels and hadl3 franchised hotels " ... ,,''''''1", 
under its brand. The ~('~r".i",.)~.;..'".:" grows from a .. u"',u,,~'u differentiation Real Company to a 
broad differentiation diversification lodging Corporation that operates three diverse 
including hotel, franchise and segments (Red Lion Hotel Corp., 201Oa). 
STRATEGIC EFFECTIVENESS 
Evaluation of Strategic Effectiveness 
Red Lion Hotel's initial focused differentiation strategy is effective and brings benefits 
to the Company. property and estate was a market in the 
early Besides, the customers are particular 
properties; therefore, the custom-made facilitate the 
a help for managing their 
to establish a good 
relationship with customers and a recognized reputation in Spokane, Washington (Thompson, et 
aL, 2010). The result can seen in the later referrals to work with the land development 
in 1975 to develop ticketing for neighborhood. 
With the abundant assets and experience, Red Lion Hotels learned how to the 
company by the related horizontal organic growth. In 1976, company constructed the 
hotel, successful move converts a family owned estate finn into a 
hotelier. The Company realized positive advantage of the organic growth kept adopting 
the strategy different business. example, the amount of hotels is increasing through the 
organic growth and helps the company to take more market share. Also, the ticketing "''''/,;~H'~H' 
grew from a iocal ticket """"""I"'P to an ticket distribution 2011). 
The most effective str.:ite:g~ is acquisition through the related horizontal 
equity alliance. acquisition strategy not only the company to expand business 
territory in a short time, but also enhances Red value. The beginning acquisition in 
1980s helps company to establish the sound brand in the Pacific Northwest. 
the acquisition of Hotels the Company's portfolio brings the 
concept of a fee-based management and franchise business. The acquisition of Red Lion Hotels 
the total 
2002 (Red 
of its properties; the Company had up to 89 hotels with 15,000 rooms 
2002). 
After acquisition, the company realized the business is too complex to controL Red 
Lion Hotels effectively implemented downscoping to spin off its 
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and some unproductive hotels. It makes the company can narrow focus on its core hotel business, 
especially in the economy downturn (Red Lion Hotel Corp .. 2006c). 
stable profitable of the entertainment shows the broad 
diversification is Originally, Company thought its resources assets can be 
employed to maximum advantage by developing the ticket system. Then the Company 
the ticket segment is a potential DenCIt! to hotel business because entertainment packages 
could marketed connection with accommodations. GraduaHy, the unrelated 
diversification business helps to and value to its 
shareholders (Fundinguniverse, 2011; Thompson, et al., 2010). 
I think the broad differentiation diversification 
V .... 'H •• w.,., provides customers more choices 
to evaluated. 
to 
the Company. However, the Company not a premium price to cover extra costs 
differentiating strategy position will confuse customers' perspective Red Lion's 
mid-scale (Thompson) et 2010). 
CONCLUSITON 
Conclusion and Future Direction 
r were of Red Lion Hotels, I would keep organic growth strategy in the 
TicketsWest "",nrrnPlnr First of the been 1'"\P"TAt"n"l~'n 
revenue. In the end 0[2009, the total revenue of entertainment segment wasIl. 7 million and its 
direct costs decreased $1.8 million; but the reported a direct margin of 19.0 % during 
2009 compared to 2008. although Live Nation a with and 
leading entert,:urumeJnt in the industry, the target customers and 
Ticketmaster are kind of different. Ticketswest primary sens local event tickets or Broadway 
touring tickets customers who live in the Western Coast. Nevertheless, Ticketmaster is selling 
national events or pop star music concerts worldwide; mer'efore I think still has 
compete the market to grow stronger thought the growth connects to 
(Choice International, 2010a; Lion Hotels Corp., 2010a). 
At I will implement franchising strategl in order to save money and lower 
does not have distinctive f"Al""1"Ipf'pnl"'~ to risks the hotel 
vVJ:H!J""."" with other I it is risky to .... '..>.Lel"·" strategy presently. 
acquiring new properties or new location, Red Lion Hotels can use other people's capital to 
establish a new property that belongs to franchisees; thus, the expansion is lower and 
borne by (Shane, 2005). 
In the long term "j·"O,"""""f"T,,,,, I will VH'''''U'~.1. merge with other local entertainment or 
online L£VJ'\.~"'UF. company when the market is saturated. Through strategic alliance, it can 
create a rT.".~,,,t,, .. competitive <.Ul""l".'-' and "'Q~J.Ull"" some market share. MeanwhHe, hotel and 
....... "'<S ..... ".., can consider acquisition as a long term the 1S 
recovery. Due to lodging market is a mature the acquisition usually 
in order to obtain more market shares. However, I think Red Lion can try to 
joint venture with different category hotels such as lUxury hotels or extended stay hotels. 
segmentation can help the Company to broaden product sel2me:llts escalate the 
brand portfolio. 
In conclusion, current company's strategies and tactics provide Red Lion Hotels holding 
a tenable position in the lodging industry. However, Jacking of unique and sustainable 
competitive will hinder Company's future growth. Company suffered a 
downturn in to the impact terrorist in 2001 a slowing receSSIon 
recent years. During the 2008 to 2009, Red Lion Hotels was trying hard to improve 
performance. In 2008, the Company implemented a cost-cutting program and acquired Red Lion 
Southeast Hotel for $ million. However, the operating result of 2009 showed 
Lion Hotel was Av,"r_T'\;;<V in assets. After the IJUJ,vU,L4"',", Denver property, 
the Company spent $ 5 miBion on "p' ... FYUe.n the property. Unfortunately, the Denver has 
experienced a substantial decline in demand recently, so Red Lion Hotels did not profit from the 
property. It indicates Company should re-evaluate activities and being more 
considerate, so it will not experience a flawed strategy and grow effectively (Red Lion Hotels 
Corp.,2010a). 
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